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the preeent etudy utilized a cognitive-behavioral eocial skiltg

training approach to attempt to increaee attention apan, and to

decreaee impulsivity, and hyperactivity in three elementary aged

schooL children. Students r^¡ere identified by their claesroom

teachers' as meeting the diagnostic criterion of Àttention-Deficit

Hyperactivity Disorder based on ratings from the Swanson, Nolan, and

Pelham (1984) Rating Sca1e (SNÀP). The experiment was qualitative

in nature using an A-B design. Findings euggested teachers'

perceptions of students positive behavior changes differed from the

perceptions of two independent, observere, and the children

themselves. Implications for future research ie discussed.

Abstract
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Considerable public attention hae been increaeingly focueed on

children with learning disabilities (Westman, Ownby, & Smith, 1987).

The preEence of attentional deficite among learning dieabled

children has also been well documented (Brown & AIford, l-984).

Àttention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is one of the most

widely researched psychiatric disorders of childhood.

According to the Diaqnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental

Disorders: Third Edition-Revised (DSM-III-R: American Peychiatric

Association, 1987) the essential features of this dieorder are

Chapter 1

The Problem Area

I. lntroduction

"developmentally inappropriate degreee of inattention,

impulsiveness, and hyperactivity. People with the disorder

generally display some disturbance in each of these areas, but to

varying degrees" (p. 50).

The disorder is typically manifest in most seÈtings including

home and school, work, and social- situations. the DSM-III-R

(American Peychiatric Association' 1987) etatee that eymptome

typicatly worsen in eituations requiring eustained attention , ...

"such as listening to a teacher in the classroom, atÈending

meetings, or doing class assignments or chores at home"' (p. 50).
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At school, inattention may Present in failure to follow

through on the requests and instructione of teachere. Likewise

frequent shifte from one uncompleted activity to another often

occur. Such etudents aleo fail to follow the rulee of etructured

games or to lieten to other children. High levele of impuleivity

are displayed by being unable to await one's turn in gÉmes,

interrupting, grabbing objects, and actlng before thinking about

conEeçluences. Hyperactivity is evidenÈ in the inability to remain

seated when expected to do so, excessive jumping, and by excessively

noiey activities (American Psychiatric Aesociation, 1987). Children

who present with many behavioral signs and Elrmptoms of ADHD are

often described by parents and teachers as being "on the go" and

"always having his motor running".

DSM-TII-R (American Psychiatric Association, 1987) outlines

6ome age-specific features. In preschool children, for instance'

prominent features include generaJ- signs of high gross motor

activity. In older children and adolescents, prominent features

tend to include exceesive fidgeting and reetLesEneaE¡ rather than

gros6 motor overactivity. Inattention and impuleiveneEÊ, are often

the culprits contributing to failure to complete t,aeks, following of

inetructions, and neat $rork.

II. EtioIogY
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Features which are associated with the dieorder tend to vary

a6 a function of age. characterietice which may aPpear

eimultaneously include low eelf-esteem, learning dieabilitiee, mood

Iability, Low frustration tolerancer and temper outburEte' Academic

underachievement is aleo cornmon (American Peychiatric Aeeociation'

1987 ) .

while onset of the disorder is often before age four,

frequently the disorder is not identified until the child enters

school (Àmerican Psychiatric Association, 1987). Thie ie likely a

function of the increased number of EpeciaLiets functioning within

schoolE. According to sawyer (1989), another reason ie that epecial

education has a tradition of seeking the etiology of a learning

problem as a fundamental part of developing instructional Prografns'

According to DsM-Irr-R (American Psychiatric Association,

l_987), in the majority of cases the disorder persiete throughout

childhood. often other disorders may develop later in childhood

such as Oppositional Defiant Dieorder or Conduct Dieorder' These

are behavior disorders which describe a population of children who

manifest large repertoiree of inappropriate behavior. In addition,

clinical foIlow-up eamples euggest that roughly one-third of

children with ADHD continue to show signs of the disorder as adults.

predictors of a poor PrognosiE include: coexieting conducÈ

Dieorder, Iow IQ, and aevere mental dieorder in the Parenta' Often



someimpairmentinschoolandeocialfunctioningoccur8,

echool failure ie the major complicating factor'

TheprevalenceofADHDierelativelyhighcomparedtoother

chitdhood dlsorders. It may occur in as many as 3* of children'

Thegenderratioinclinicaleamplesindicateethatthedieorderis

eixtoninetimeemorecommoninmalesthaninfema]-eg.In

communityeamplesitisonlythreetimesmorecommoninmalesthan

in females (American PsychiaÈric Association' 1987)'

ThepredisposingfactorsoutlinedintheDSM-II]-R(American

psychiatric Association, :-g8'7 ) focus on nervous system abnormalities

suchasthepresenceofneurotoxlns,cerebralpalsy,epilepsy'and

oLher neurologic disorders. Disorganized or chaotic environments

and child abuse are afeo reported to be predisposing factors'

l2

though

oneofthegreatestdifficultiesintalkingabouttheclueter

ofeymptomsassociatedwithRpr¡oist.heprob}emofestablishingan

accurate diagnosis. The next obstacre for the school psychologist

ieinterveninginameaningfulwaytoaeeietboththeclaseroom

teacherandtheetudent.lheformerehallbediecueeedfurther

first.

III. Implications for the School Psychologist

TraditionallY, the ADHD

coneiderablY with those given

diagnostic criteria have overlapped

to chirdren who manifest symptoms of
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"epecific learning disabilities" (DougLas, 19721. Formerly ADHD was

called Minimat Brain Dyafunction or Hl4rerkinetic Syndrome. Àe a

reeult it has been hietorically difficult to aeparate the

distinguishing characÈeristics between a student' s disabled learning

etyle and the presence of ÀDHD symptoms. We now know, howeverr that

ÀDHD often occurs simultaneously with other dieorders (e.9.

Tourettes syndrome) and also with epecific learning disabilities

(Douglas, 1972).

therefore, the issue for the school psychologist becomes one

of identifying instruments for test batteries and utilizing

observation skills which enable one to discríminate the behavioral

signs and symptoms of ADHD. There are a variety of instruments used

by echool psychologists for this purpose. Some of these include the

Conner's Parent Questionnaire, conner'a Teacher Questionnaire,

Matching Familiar Figures, The Porteus Mazes Test' The Jumbled

Numbers Game, and specific subtests such as the Àrithmetic, Digit

Span, and Coding subtests based on administration of the lvechsler

Intelligence Scale For Chitdren-Revised (WIsc-R; Kushne' Kehle, and

lfacMahon, 1987 ) .

Kughne, Kehle, and MacMahon (1987) examined aII of these

instrumente, with the exception of t,he WIsc-R. Theee authors found

that four of the five measures successfully diecriminated between

groups of children with ADHD and groups of children with Specific
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Learníng Disability. The four instrumente which predicted group

membership in deecending order of power were: The conner'8 Parent

eueetionnaire, The Conner's Teacher Queetionnaire, the Matching

Familiar Figuree Test, and the Porteua llazes Test. The authors

concluded that both parent and teacher rating scales are good

predictors of ADHD. Thie ie important to the preeent etudy ae the

Swanson,Nolan,andPelham(1984)Ratingscale(SNAP)whichis

similar to the conner's Teacher Questionnaire will be adminietered'

It is al-eo important information for the echool psychologist who

upon completion of an asseÊsment must consult with family and school

pereonnel regarding appropriate intervention'

DesigningappropriateintervenÈionisamonumentaltask.

Manitoba school psychologists have identified a variety of

approaches. one approach ie to consult with parents abouÈ parenting

issues which deal with Èhe strucÈure of the home (Kircher' 1988) '

In many cases this intervention is eufficient. However, ofÈen

school personnel often suggest that they too require strategies for

dealing with the ADHD student in the ÊchooI eetting. There are an

abundance of tipe and euggeetions the echoot peychologiet can offer

the clagsroom teacher to deal with inattention, impuleivity and

hyperactivity. Theee include: eitting the etudent at the front of

the room and away from distractions, etructuring the claseroom,

accepting and offering the student a frequent change of task, having
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Èhe etudent repeat directions back to the teacher, or having the

etudent monitor their own problem-aolving strategiea by verbalizing

them covertJ.y. The teacher can aJ.eo employ prompte and Cue€t, and

provide reinforcing co¡nments and rewarde. Sometimee etrict behavior

modification techniques, such as a token economy, are also

effective, etc. However, none of theee auggestionÊt are guaranteed

to work independently. subsequently, a complete psychoeducational

program sometimes becomes warranted.

There has been a proliferation of conmercial programs

appearing on the market over the past ten years (Mulcahy, Peat,

Andrews, Darkso-Yeboah, and llarfo, 1989). There are an egual number

of programs which take into consideration the training background of

the clinician rather than the needs of the child. For example'

there is the Auditory Discrimination Program utilized by epeech and

Language Pathologists in llanitoba schools. The underlying

assumption of this program seems to be that children who preaent

with AÐHD manifest inherent difficulties discriminating language

sounds. while this may be true in Êome cases, this program is

unlikely to remediate the etudent who has an auditory ehort-term

memory that serves them well, but who shows severely depreesed

visual short-term memory. In addition, it aeemÊt that difficulty

discriminating language aounds would not fully account for the



difficulties experienced by ADHD children as suggeBted by the

DSM-III-R (American Peychiatric Ageociation, 1987).

There are a number of straÈegiee which clinicians use on a

pull-out (of the classroom) basie which may have eeeential featuree

for an effective program with ADHD students. However, often these

do not achieve the desired Program generalization Bought. For

instance, cooperative games are a fruitful tool for providing ADHD

students with social reinforcement and the physical contact with

peers which they often Lack. (Since many ADHD boys are found to be

aggressive they are often rejected by peers and teachers and become

sociaL isolates with many unmet emotiona] neede: Ledingham,

Younger, Schwartzman, and Bergeron, 1982; LaGrecar 198L). However,

this procedure alone is not sufficient to expand the problem-solving

repertoire of students for a number of reasons. The most obvious

reason is that the excitability of children in the game setting

creates a difficult environment for effective teaching to occur.

Also, group work ignores the importance of direct teaching in a

structured setting. Structured settings best enable ADHD etudents

to concentrate (Kircher, 1988).

Ànother teaching approach includee The Access Prosram:

adô]eseent curriculum for Communication and Effective Social Skills

(!.falker, Todis, Holmes and Horton, 1988). Ae the title indicates'

t.his program was designed for use with adolescents. Subsequently
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many of ite exerciees include vocabulary and comprehension demands

which Eurpaas the level of understanding of younger children. In

addition, while ite' activitiee highlight the importance of good

listening, eye-contactr and appropriate commentE; the program does

not deal with impulsivity or excessive motor activity.

Nevertheless, the program has many etrengthe and numeroua activities

which may be easily adapted and modified for use with younger

children.

Another program which is designed for use with young children'

both in ema1l groups and the classroom eetting, is the Think Al.oud:

fncreasinq Social and Coqnitive Skil-1s - A Problem-Solvinq Prooram

for children (camp and Bash, 1981) program. The Eh.!4k Al.oud program

combines training in both cognitive and Bocial Problem-solving

through verbal mediation. verbal mediation is the use of language

as an internal regulator of thought and logic (camp and Bash, 1981).

Preliminary re5earch on this procedure of Èalking to oneself to

guide problem-solving and other behavior was conducted by Jensen

(1966) and Michenbaum (19?7; both cited in camp and Bash' 1981).

The etrengths of the Think Atoud Program are many, however,

there are also a variety of vteaknessee. First, the techniquea can

be used in regular claesroams or small groups outside the classroom'

The consumer must buy different Programs for uee in the cLassroom at

different levefs such as the "Primary Level" program. In addition'
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the coneumer must choose whether to order the claeeroom oriented

program, or the gmall- groups program, and use with children outeide

the grade one and tero range requires the teacher to modify lesgon

Ìength, content, and memory requirements. SecondLy, the program

expands on both the Êtudent's general and eocial problem-solving

repertoire. But, the program admittedl-y faile to addrees children

who have unmet emotional needs, such as the need for ÀDHD children

to experience some gentle physical contact with their peers as

euggested earlier via, for example, cooperative games.

prograrn fails two other types of children: those who are

Camp and Bush (1981) also explained that the Think Aloud

cognitively too high or too Low for the program, and children who

are motivationally or emotionally damaged. The laÈter tikely could

not. be controll-ed for by any specific program available on the

market dealing with problem-solving. The former is likely due to

the nature of the predetermined content found in the program

activities.

Another criticism of Think Aloud is that the user must, gaÈher

aIl necessary materials, nineteen of which muÊt be bought

commercially. This greatly escalates the coet of the program and

the time required to acquire all the materials. Consequently it

hindere the avaiLability of the program to schools. A program

utilizing teacher-made material-s would be much more practical, Iess
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expensive, curriculum epecific, thus would promote generalizability

to the daily elaEgroom environment. such materiale would aleo be

quicker to aeeemble, easier to transport and manager and would

enable echool personnet to implement the program aE needs arlee'

Thus, even Think Aloud with all its etrengthe' hae too many

shortcomings for practical use in echoole'

InspectÍon of such cognitive education Programs suggests that

they differ widely in terms of Êcope' cost' ekilI development,

age/grade suitability, instructional methodology' curriculum

integration, and training requirements. Instead of reflecting

current conceptualizations in thinking' program differences seem to

be influenced largel-y by the context (e'g', time period' prominent

theoriesofmembers,etc.)inwhichtheyandtheircolleagues

collaboraÈed (Mulcahy et. ô1', 1989)'

Withal}thepressuresplacedontheschoolpsychologist,the

ADHD student, and the classroom teacher of the ADHD studentt there

isaneedtoidentifyaprogramwhichteachesADHDetudentstobe

more atÈentive, more reflective and less impulsive, to control

physical activity, and which aleo takes into coneideration many of

the unmet needs of ADHD students. while it ie quite likely that

euch a program will reguire teacher-made modifications of activities

IV. Definition of the Problem
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to euit the indivídual- and curriculum needs of etudente, a more

eimplified and encompaEaing program ie warranted for use by echool

peychologiets and other echool pereonnel

The purpose of the present etudy is fivefold. To examine a

Program which takes into consideration the need for remediation of

behaviore which are outlined in the Dsil-III-R (American Peychiatric

Association, 1987) as diagnostic criterion. To meet the emotional

needs of these st.udents. To examine the use of this program with

students in grades four and five who have been nominated by their

classroom teachers and who matched the ADHD diagnoetic criteria on

the SNÀP. To have school personnel evaluate behavior changes (or

Iack of) in the etudenÈ sample, and to evaluate utility of the

program for use in their own classrooms. And finatly, t,o examine

the relationship between these constructs. Specifically, anewers to

these questions will be sought:

l-. will a program designed to expand general and social

problem-solving repertoires of grade four and five ADHD

students which includes verbal mediation and cooperative ga¡nes

have an impact on classroom behavior?

2. 9fi1l the diagnostic behaviore of ADHD etudents show

positive improvements?
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3. Does this program imply advantagee only for use in a emall

group setting?

According to Schloss, Schloss, !{ood and Kiehl (1986) ' eocial

ekill deficiencies are of the most critical deterrents to adult

adjustment. The present study will contribute to the existing

Iiterature applicable to disciplines of psychology' educational

psychology, and education. For example, the present investigation

stands to support two well established methods of intervention for

ADHD children. These include ]essons from the Think Aloud progran

(camp and Bash, 1981) and Michenbaum and Goodman's (1971, procedure

for verbal mediationr o! self-speech. SuPPort for these two

intervention approaches together with the need for new innovative

approaches are important for numerous reasons. 1o begin, there is

an establ-ished relaÈionship between social functioning in childhood

and long-term adjustment (Buswell, 1953; Cowen, Roff, SeIls, and

Gelden, 19'12¡ both cited in schlossr schloss, l{ood, and Riehl, 1986ì

Cowen, Pedereon, Babigan, fzzoLd, and Trost ' L973r. In addition,

social ekilI deficits have also been aasociated with juvenile

delinquency (Roff, seIIs, and Gelden, 1972¡ ciÈed in Schloss et al.,

1986), bad conduct discharges from the military (Roff, 1961; cited

in Schloss et 41., 1986), and psychiatric hospitalization (Goldsmith

v. Educational Significance of the Study
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and HcFaI]-, t9'15i cited in Schloes et al. ' 1986). Studieg have aleo

ehown that employers coneider eocial competencieg guch ae initiating

contact with a eupervieor to be more important than specifie

occupational skille (Johnson and MiÈhaug, 1978; Mitaug and Hagimeier,

1978¡ Schult, t982; atl cited in Schloee et aI., 1986). Based on

the above, it is believed that the present training Program may

provide directions for future prevention research.

According to Schloss et aI. (1986) there is considerable

evidence for the effectiveness of social skill training procedures.

However, several critical limitations are present in the Iiterature.

Such limitations will be addressed in the preEent etudy, thus

expanding the literary knowledge base associated with social skil]

training procedures. For example, according to Bernetein (1981;

cited in Schloss et al., 1986) existing definitions of social ekills

are broad and nonspecific. The definitions of eocial ekills to be

modelled in the present study are clear. Listening, for example, is

defined as looking at the speaker while they are speaking, with good

posture and no fidgeting. Likewise, the cognitive ekilI of

plan-making involves four apecifically worded queetione (see Ralph

the Bear Cue Pictures, Appendix A). Thie EtraÈegy may be applied in

both eocial and academic settings and is therefore regarded ae a

eocial skiIt. Consequently, the present study etands to promote the

development of techniques and curriculum intended to increase social



competence through the application

definitions.

Anotheretrengthofthesocialekilldefinitionsinthe

preeent etudy is thaÈ they epeeify the topography of the deeired

response. Examples of these and target bebaviors include eye

contact'poÊturerquestione,appropriateremarks'etc'(Schlosset

âl., L9B6).

SchlossetaI.(1986)believethatsuchdiscreteresponse

definitions overcome the Limitations of more general definitions in

three ways. First, specifying the topography of a resPonse allows

for reliable oþservation. second, they can be matched

developmentally to the respondents chronological age. Third' they

have been related to specific social contexts euch ae cooperative

play in the gymnasium, sitting in a desk' etc'

one of the greatest contributions to Þe demonstrated in the

present study is a perspective which Schloss et aI' (1986) stated

thatmostsocialekillstudiesleaveunanswered.Accordingtothe

Iiterature, the most critical question to be answered is - to what

degree did the change in target behavior influence the individuale'

interpereonal relationships? The preeent etudy wiIl explore

teachers, percepÈions of the suÞjects' ADHD behavior Þefore and

following the experimental training package. Coneequently' if

teachers, ratings of their students' behavior reflects less aevere

23

of wideePread operational
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ADHD symptoms, one can argue that the teachere' Perceptions about

the etudent have been poeitively influenced. TeacherE' perceptione

of atudent behavior have been shown to influence the quality of

teacher-etudent relationships and to þe good predictors of Btudents'

peer acceptance (Ledingham, Younger, Schwartzman' and Bergeront

1981; Lacreca, 1981). Therefore, the present etudy will suggest

directions for future research regarding our understandings of

teacher perceptions and how they may change as a result of group

level intervention. Likewise, given that teachers' perceptions are

good predictors of peer acceptance, the present study implies that

one might predict the eubjects' level of peer acceptance based on

teacher ratings on the SNÀP. this hypothesis suggests directions

for future research as weII

Another contribution of the present study to the fields of

education and educational psychology centres upon cost effective

intervention. EducaLional and mental health Programs operate within

limited resources (Schloss et ê1., 1986). The training package

proposed in the present sÈudy is extremely economical in that it

includes materials which are easily replicated in addition to

regources available in any school. Therefore, the value of the

program may be judged by the subject and eignificant people

concerned based on the student's needs (Schlose et aI., 1986).



Attention-deficit Hvperactivitv Dieorder. Developmentally

inappropriate degreee of inattention, impuleiveneBB, and

hyperactivity as determined by teacher ratings on the swanson

Teacher Questionnaire and the Diagnostic and Statietical Manual of

Mental Disorders - III - Revieed (American Peychiatric Aeeociation,

1987 ) .

fnattention . Includes the following behaviors exhibited by

students in the school-setting: (a) has difficulty sustaining

attention in tasks or play activities, (b) often shifts from one

uncompleted activity to another, (c) often doea not eeem to listen

to what is being eaid to him or her.

Impulsivitv. Includes the fo1J-owing behavj-ors manifest by

students in the echool eetting: (a) ie easily dietracted by

extraneous stimuli in the environment, (b) has difficulÈy awaiting

turn in games or group situations, (c) often blurts out ansi.rers to

questions before they have been completed, (d) has difficult,y

fotlowing through on the instructions of othere, (e) often intrudes

on or interrupts others, (9) ofÈen loees thinge neceaeary for taeks

at school or at home.

HvperacÈivitv. lncludes the following behaviore manifest by

etudents in the school setting: (a) often fidgete with hands or

feet or eguirms in seat, feelings of restleesness, (b) has

VI. Definition of Terms

¿J
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difficulty remalning eeated when reguired to do 8or (c) has

diffÍculty playing or working guietly, (d) often talke exceaeively'

(e) engages in dangerous activities without congidering poesible

coneequence6.

Swanson Teacher Ouestionnaire (SNÀP). The SNAP is a 23-iÈem

rating scale filled out by the classroom teacher for the purpose of

rating the presence of ADHD diagnostíc criteria in students. It has

a similar format to the conner's Teacher Questionnaire which is a

widely accepted measure. The difference beÈween the SNAP and the

Conner'6 Teacher Questionnaire is that the SNAP is based on the

DsM-III-R (American Psychiatric Association, 198? ) diagnostic

criteria. The conner's Teacher Questionnaire is composed of ADHD

eymptoms which were evident in earlier literature.

Sociat skill. These are specific etrategies an individual

uses to perform eocial and academic tasks, and they allow one to

behave in a manner that can be judged socially comPetent.

Grade five and six students. An individual enroll.ed in grade

five or six in a public elementary school in central Canada during

the 1989-90 echool year, and who has been nominated to participate

in the etudy by their classroom teacher.

Classroom teacher. A member of the echool faculty charged

with the responsibility of teaching and supervising grades four,

five or six students.
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Verbal mediation. The u6e of language as an internal

regulator and tool of rational thought and logic. It can be

described ae t.alking to oneself to guide problem-eolving or other

behavior.

Cooperative qame. A high interest grouP activity designed to

teach children epecific social ekilIs.

CoqniLive modellinq. The teacher's overt verbalization of her

own self-guiding thought processes or self-instructional- activity.



The definitional complexitv of the topic of ADHD has led to a

mul-titude of research in the past century. For the purpose of this

thesis, a review will be made of only that segment of the literature

thaÈ defines our contemporary understanding of ADHD and which led to

the present diagnostic criteria found in DSM-III-R (American

Psychiatric Association, 1987). The review will also include a

brief overview of the development of some of the treatment

approaches which have evolved and which are currenlly used by

physicians, psychologists, and teachers.

Chapter 2

Related Literature

I. Introduction

II. Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder:

ft'E Nature Empirically Defined

Theoretical Base

zó

The characteristics of hyperactivity, inattention, and

impulsivity were brought to the attention of special educators in

the 1940'e by Heinz l{erner, a developmental psychologist, and Alfred

A. Strau6a, a neuropsychiatrist (Ross and Roes, 1982). Werner and

strauss described in sreat detail the characteristics of

"brain-injured" children, most of whom today might be caIled

emotionally disturbed, Iearning disabled, or mentally retarded.
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Included in their deecriptions of these children are behavior

dieorders euch ag hyperactivity, inattentiveneEa' and impuleivity

(Kauffman, 1985). Kauffman (1985) suggested that their deacrJ-ptione

of "brain damaged" children are of hietorical and contemporary

importance for the following reasons:

1. They tied together conceptually a clueter of related

characteristics, specificatly perceptual problems, problems of

attention, and excessive motility which today's research has

not unravelled.

2.Theyimpliedthathyperactivity,distractibility,and

impulsivity are caused by brain pathology, and that idea still-

has manY ProPonents.

3. they described characteristics that are now known to apply to

eeveral categories of exceptional children, moEÈ notably the

learning disabled, emotionally disturbed, on the educable

mentalIY retarded (P. 170).

It has been known for more than three decades, then, that some

exceptional children exhibit a cluster of interrelated behaviors,

which presently, are included in the ADHD diagnoetic criteria of the

psM-rrr-R (1987).

The description and research of the characÈeristics asÊociated

with ADHD have been particularly important for epecial educatorE

because they highlight behaviore that seem to preclude good Eocial
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adaptation and Echool achievement (Barkley, 1982¡ Safer, I982a¡

Whalen, 1983; all cited in Kauffman, 1985).

In the remainder of thie chapter, inaÈtention, hlperactivity,

and imputsivity are diecussed. The former two will appear under the

Eame heading.

interrelated, their separate discueeion ie to aome extent

artificial.

Hvoeractivitv and Inattention

Regardless of how it is defined by clinicians, hyperactivity

is now one of the most frecruent reasons for referral to echool

peychologiete (Ross and Ross , tg82't. over tbe years, a variety of

terms have been used to refer to hyperactivity: hlperkinesie'

hyperkinetic impulse dieorder, minimal brain dyefunction, dyelexia'

and Straues Syndrome "(after À. A. Strause)", for example (Kauffmant

1985). Distractibility, on the other hand is a characteristic

closely tied to the construct of attention. The disÈractible or

inattentive child is assumed to manifest difficulty "attending" to

relevant events in the environment (Kauffman' 1985). Part of the

historical difficulty of defining Þoth h¡peractivity and

inattentiveness precieely is the difficulty in meaeuring them.

Prior to the 1950's the inability of h14>eractive children to

maintain attention vras well known. Hor.tever, aside from the

documented observations of clinicians, teachers, and parents, few

Because these characterietice are highly
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experimental studles have act,ually ahourn an attention-deficit in

theEe children. For example, Sykee (1969; cited in Douglae' L9721

found that hyperactive children had no difficulty J-n reeponding to

taeks if they were forewarned that the stimulue they were reguired

to respond to was coming. He also noted that while hlperactive

children made more overall incorrect reeponeeB on taeks than

non-hyperactive control children, they also managed to work speedily

enough to make a eimilar number of correct responaee (Douglas,

1972). This finding contributes to our present underetanding that

hyperactive children function best in highly etructured eettings.

Nevertheless, this also raised questione about hyperactive

children's ability to compensate for brief lapses in attention by

working rapidly through tasks. Subeeguently Sykee, Douglas, Weiss,

and Minde (1971) predicted that impaired attention would negatively

influence the performance of hvperactive children on tasks where

information about when to respond was unpredictable.

unpredictability of this experimental environment resembled the

natural contingencies of the classroom, where the natural

contingencies of the classroom, dietractions in hallwaye, bel1e,

teacher demands, and peer interruptione are co¡nmon.

The attention task required hyperactive and matched

non-hyperactive controls to monitor a 6creen on which letters

appeared at regular intervals. The subjecta were required to press

The
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a button each time a letter which had already been preeented

appeared again. The two de¡rendent mea€¡uree r^tere the abeolute acore

which waa a meaEure of overall accuracy; and the error score which

was the number of responaes to letters preeented on the Ecreen only

once.

The resulte eupported the reeearch hlpotheaie. Compared to

non-hyperactive chifdren in the sample, the hyperactive children

were found to be deficient in their ability to maintain attention to

the experimental task, and were found to be more restless as

measured by a stabilimetric cushion. Specifically, the hyperactive

children detected fewer letters presented more than once, and' made

more incorrect responses to letters Presented only once. The

investigators, concluded, therefore that the school functionini of

hyperactive chil-dren Iikely suffers because of impuJ-eive work habits

and inability to sustain attention. Methodologically, this study

was eatisfactory in that it simply attempted to define the

behavioral composites of ÀDHD behavior, and did not Eet out to

determine the interactions between these variables.

Impuleivitv

Impulsivenese is also relaÈed to hyperactivity and problems in

attention. The focus of the discussion here will þe on impuleivity

as a cognitive temPo which hinders school Performance.
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Under the previous heading, t,he etudy by Sykes et al. (1971)

concluded that the echool functioning of ADHD children was effected

by impulsive work habite and inabi).ity to Eugtain attention. Thig

assertion led cohen and Douglas (1972) to hypotheeize about the

impact of an individual'e initial reeponee, or orientinçt reeÞonge to

novel etimuli. Past research has shown that populatione who dieplay

attention-deficits and high levels of impulsivity also show

deficiencies in characteristics of the orienting resPonse, and its

habituation. These populations have included mentally retarded,

young children, and schizophrenics, and minimal- brain dyefunction

(Luria, 1963; Barstein, 1967¡ cited in Cohen and Douglas' L972;

Boydstun, Akerman, Stevens, Clements, PeÈers, Dykman, L968). When

an orienting responee terminates, it meane that one's initial

arousal to novelty dissipates and the individual'e arousal level

returns to something more comfortable. This cessation of an

orienting response is referred to as habituation. The results of

research with the populations mentioned, above who showed high

levels of inattention and impuleivity, found theee eubjects did not,

become very aroueed by new etimuli ae comPared to controle' and,

their l-ow level of arousal did not persiat as long as controle with

more typical reaPonees to noveì-ty.

Cohen and Douglas (l-972 ) expanded this research and

hypothesized that compared to controls' hyperactive children would
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aLso exhibit smaller amplitude orienÈing responees which would also

habituate quickly becauee of thie population'g clearcut deficienciee

in attention and impulee control. Thie hypotheeie eup¡rcrted trende

which appeared in the literature of the time. A eecond hypothesis

proposed that hyperactive children would differ with regard to ekin

conductance during rest. This hypotheeie ie not ae well founded, in

that it assumed that hvoeractive childrens' levels of arousal was

higher than that of non-hyperactives at J.arge. Such a premise wouLd

require vast aseessment and considerable exploration of many complex

physiological responses. Twenty elementary hyperactive school

children were matched for â9e, gender, and IQ. AIl eubject,s

received treatment conditions individuallv while seated in a

semi-reclining chair. The apparatus was in a room with a one-way

mirror. Elect.rodes were attached to eubiects' hands in order to

provide a measure of ekin conductance. This would provide a

physiological indicator of change in the environment; and

habituation to these chanqes.

Treatment commenced with a 10-minute relaxation period.

During this time ekin conductance readings were taken. Next

subjects lietened through earphones to thirty different 500 HZ

tones. Then eubjects were told that they would hear other eounds

with the tone eounds mixed in. These noneignificant eounds were

presented to warn subjects that the tone would be presented next.



Subjecte were instructed to prese a

presented during this mix, and to keep

buzzer eignal occurred- Subjecte were

the tone as quickly as Possible'

skin conductance readings were taken during the preeentation

of the insignificant aounde and the preeentation of the tonee. The

measures of skin conductance were recorded as orienting responses if

theywereatleast.lumhoinamplitudeandiftheyoccurredwithin

a few seconds of stimulus onset. The orienting responses based on

skin conductance data were expressed as the difference between the

Iogarith}rrnsofthenon-eignificanterroneouaEoundeandthetones.

The results of the study did not eupport the eecond

hypothesis. Neither group differed in meaguree of skin conductance

during rest. However, the primary hypotheeie was aupported' The

two groups did differ when an active resPonse to meaningful stimuli

wasrequired.controlsexhibitedlargerandmorepersiEtent

orientingresponsesthanthehyperactivechildren.Ittherefore

eeemed that, in terms of reËPonse time, non-hlperactive children

were clearly more efficient than the hyperactive children in their

abilitytoaÈtendandtorespondtonoveleÈimuli.Theoverall

eupportfortheprimaryhypothesisofthieetudycontributedgreatly

to our presenr understanding and resPon6e definitions which are

documented in the literature (cohen and Douglas, L972).

button each time a tone $ra6

the button dePreeeed until a

alBo encouraged to reePond to
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Kolligan and Sternberg (1987) use the triarchic theory of

intelligence to interpret their inveetigationE of variables linked

to learning dieabled etudente. They would argue that the failure of

cohen and Douglas, (:-9'12) hyperactive eample to be eufficiently

arouged by novelty was¡ due to the reeult of deficient cognitive

strategiee and the failure of theee to become automatic.

Admittedly, cohen and Douglas (L972) agreed their findings could not

be explained with the interpretation that the performance of their

hyperactive sample was merely a function of deficient attention or

motivational procesEes. Rather, they diecueeed Cohen'e (1970i cited

in Cohen and Douglas, Ig72l earlier work where both hyperactive and

matched control eubjects srere rewarded with tokens for eepecially

faet response timee. cohen (19?O; cited in cohen and Douglas, 1972)

found that when rewards $tere withdrawn, the performance of the

hyperactive children deteriorated; while in controls it remained at

the eame levef which had been reached with rewards. Based on these

findings cohen (19?0; cited in cohen and Douglas, 1972) concluded

that the resPonses of the non-hyperactive sample were more readily

Ehaped by the conÈingenciee of reinforcement. A more accurate

conclusion may have referred to the notion that continuous

reinforcement wag not sufficient to maintain the desired behaviore.

Rather, the authors did not address the roles that the variables of
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contj-nuous versus intermittent reinforcement may have played in thie

etudy.

Nevertheleee, Cohen and Douglae (L972) euggeeted that their

hyperactive eample did not exhibit responae timee to novelty equal

to that of the non-hyperactive eample becauee they were not as

intrineically motivated by the natural contingencieE of

reinforcement associated with the task. And this had an impact on

their attention to task. AIso, when the hyperactive Eamples' best

trials r¡rere examined, Cohen and Douglas (1972) found these children

tsgæ capable of reacting as quickly as the non-hyperactive sample,

but that it vras the erratic nature of their Performance which

reduced their scores. Implications of theee findings according to

Kolligan and Sternberg's (1970) views are euggested. They theorized

that when an individual fails to adapt to the environment, the

individual will attempt to shape the environment. Failing this,

they are likety to come to believe that their difficulties are

insurmountable. At large, students for whom this experience is

cornmon, Iike the i-earning disabled, wil-I be less likely to engage in

the adaptive achievement-oriented behaviore that could ameliorate

the manifestations of their learning disabilitiee. An understanding

of the urays in which ADHD children's learning style may differ from

that of other children points to the importance of the variable of

cognitive styLe.
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Based on the literature reviewed under this heading it, is

becoming clear that variablee euch ag onets general level of arousal

to new etimul-i, and, impulsive approach to task which aeemer to

affect response time are quite eubtle differencee which appear to

distinguish ÀDHD samplee of children from non-ADlÍD eamplee. A

deeper understanding of such subÈle differencea in learning etyle

will be presented through discussion of the variable: cognitive

styIe.

Coonitive Temoo and Coonitive Stvle

Introduction. Knowing that ÀDHD chiLdren are capable of

responding reflectively like non-ADHD children, but that

distractibilit.y and motor overactivity are variables which overlap

and intervene, these children are best understood in terms of the

cognitive approach they employ while problem-eolving. First,

research wiIl be presented which ilLustrates how the term response

úg., epeaks about an important factor called coqnitive tempo. The

discussion will then turn to the pervasive influence of coqnitive

sLvLe which has been revealed by developmental psychology. thie

topic suggests directions for educational remediation which will be

dealt with in the following chapter.

Coqnitive tempo. Throughout the decadee theoriste have

proposed a traiÈ dimension to the speed with which individuals react

in problem-solving eituations. The characterietic which was coined
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by CatteL (1946¡ cited in Kagan' 1965) IâIaE called "behavioral

tempo'. Until the mid 1970'e, both EuroPean and American

peychologiste showed much indifference to the cognitive phenomena

aesociated with problem-eolving.

Nevertheleee, Kagan, Roeman, and Day, Àlbert, and Phillipe

(1964) continued to support the preÊrence of thie trait. They

demonstrated an element contributing to differences in cognitive

functioning; namely the child's coqnitive tempo. They renamed

Cattel's term to refer to the habitual speed of decision making in

problem situations where more than one eoLution couÌd be derived.

Their 1964 reeearch also identified a cognitive dieposition

which they referred to as "refLection-impuleivity". The procedure

was based on the assumption that stabLe differencee in decision time

would be manifest during problems where impuleive and reflective

subjects had to generate soLution alternatives mentally. Kagan et

al. (1964) hypothesized that non-impulsive children, as compared to

impulsive children, would display longer reaponae times to visual

recognition tasks, including picture taeks for which resPonse

alternatives had to be generated.

The resulte of the study were intereeting. Generallyr the

impuleive children made decisions too quickly, reeulting in more

errors. Convereely, the responses of the non-irnpulsive children

were characterized by longer latenciee and fewer error€t. Kagan et
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al. (1964) concluded that a child who doee not generate eeveral

poeeibitities while problem-eolving will likely implement the firet

idea that occurs to him and increaee the chancee of failure. Thie

impuleivity is the inveree of reflectivity.

Kagan'B (1965) understanding, then, ts that resPonae time ig

a faithful reflection of decieion time. Thue, decision time is

greatl-y influenced by the reflection-impulsivity dimension which

refers to the deqree to which an individual considers alternative

impulses. He also maintained that the results of his studies did

not imply that the refl-ective child is neceesarily the brighter

chiLd. He suggested his etudies EuPported differences in exieting

Iearning etyles. Ànd that instruction and training procedures must

consider the interactions between the diepositione of the learner

and the materia].

Coqnitive stvle. Kagan et aI. (1964) outlined three distinct

processes which occur during problem-solving: (a) initial

categorization of information, (b) sÈorage of the encoded

information, and (c) transformation and elaboration of the encoded

material. The form taken by theee Proceaeee ie ehaped both by the

nature of the problem (Kagan et aI.' 1964) and the problem-solver'e

cognitive sÈyIe (CampbelI, Douglas and Morgenstern, 1970).

Campbell et aI. (1970) discuseed four cognitive etyles which

became the basis for their investigation. The first, which ie
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reflection-impuleivitv (Kagan et a1., 1964), which refers to one'g

epeed of decieion making. The eecond etyle ie referred to ae field

dependence-indeoendence which wae init,ially coined by !{itkin (1959;

cited in Campbell et aI., 1970¡. Thie dimension ie known to reflect

differencee in the ability to perceptualJ.y eeparate an item from the

field in which it is embedded. Take for example a painting of a

house in the woods. In such a painting the house would represent

the "figure" of the picture and the trees in the background the

"gtround". Where some individuals perceptually zero in on the figure

of a concept, others focus first upon the ground. Such cognitive

differences often differentiate an individuaÌ's perceptuaÌ, ott

learning sty1e.

The third etyle called constricted-flexible (KIein, 1954¡

cited in Campbell et aI., 1970) reflects differences in the ability

to ignore distracting and contradictory cues, and to inhibit

incorrect verbalizations (cardner and Lang, 1952¡ cited in Campbell

et âf., 1.970). This skill is illusÈrated by the notion of doing

written work while listeninq to the radio. An individual who

manifests this style may not be able t.o perform two such tasks

eimultaneously. The fourth cognitive etyle called automatization

refers to the ability to respond rapidly to simple repetitive tasks.

This has been shown to reflect differences in the ability to
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overrearn routine material (Broverman, Broverman and Klauber, 1966¡

cited in Campbell et al., 1970).

In view of theee cognit,ive etylee, Campbell et aI. (1970)

found thaÈ hyperactive children v¡ere more J-mpulsivei more

fierd-dependenti more conetricted in abirity to control attention;

and slower automatLzere, than matched non-h¡rperactive chirdren. The

investigators concruded that when hyperactive children are faced

with alternative responses and contradictory cues, they are less

likely to monitor behavior and to Ínhibit incorrect responses.

Based on their data, Campbelt et aI. (L970) also euggeeted that

modification of the hyperactive child's inefficient cognitive styres

should be a major therapeutic Aoal of echools.

investigations examined in Èhis chapter are numerous. Each of these

studies used DSM-lfI diagnostic criteria, eamples of children with

IQs of eighty or above; and students for whom hyperactivity was the

referral complaint. In addition, sample eizes were generally

adequate (n = 51). Another strength was that each etudy examined

behavioral and cognitive correlates wiÈhin a theoretical framework.

Generally, hypotheees were formulated baeed on tenants of

information proceêeing theory.

The majority of experimental deeigne, however, were

quasiexperímental. Although experimentaL and cont,rol groups were

Evaluation of the research. the etrengths of -the
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accurately matched, Pre-measures of the behaviors investigated were

virtually non-exietent. Future etudies ehould include, for example,

information about eubjecte' bageline levels of the behaviore being

measured.

Introduction

silver estimated in 1987 that 20 percent of the four milllon

learning disabled Ëtudents in the United States were hyperactive.

Many professionals from a variety of disciplines have proposed

approaches for helping these children. The development and testing

of acceptable approaches reguires interdisciplinary efforts over

many years. often parents are vulnerable to new approaches,

especially those that offer immediate results. The present review

wiIl present 6ome of these controversiat approaches first. While

the current treatment of choice is a combination of medication and

cognitive-behavioral techniques, these wil] be discussed separately.

Controversia] APProaches

NeurophvsioloqicaL retraininq refers to a group of approaches

based on the notion that etimulation of epecific eensory inputs and

exercises of epecific motor Patterns can improve central nervous

Eystem functioning. Silver (198?) discussed three such therapies.

The first, patterninq was developed by Doman and Delacato (1968a;

fII. Treatment of ADHD
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cited in Silver, 1987). The underlying concept ie one that reflects

poor "neurological organization" baeed on failure to properly paee

through a eequence of atages in the development of mobility and

J-anguage skills. They prescribe a number of technigues. These are:

(a) Bensory etimulation, (b) rebreathing of expired air with a

plastic face mask (claimed to stimulate blood flow through the

brain), and (c) restriction of fluid, salt, and sugar inÈake (to

decrease cerebrospinal fluid production and cortical irritability).

Numerous professional associations have opposed this form of

treatment. Together, the American Academy of Pediatrics, the

Àmerican Academy for Cerebral Paley, the United CerebraL Paley

Association of Texas and the Canadian Aseociation for Retarded

Children, publiehed Btatements of concern (Silver' 19871. Review of

the relevant literature led the Àmerican Academy of Pediatrics

(1982; cited in Silver, :..981 ) to state that patterning:

... offers no Epecial merit, Èhat the claims of its advocates

are unproven, and that the demands of famiLies are so great

that harm may resulÈ from its use (p. 499).

A more popular neurophysiological treatment approach is caIled

optometric visual trainino. Àccording to Carlson and Greenspoon

(1968; cited in Silvert r.987 ) optometriete adhering to this form of

treatment generally adopÈ one of two views: the first ie a devotion

to the enhancemenÈ of cIear, comfortable, and efficient visual
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functioning. Techniques include the preecription of corrective

leneee and the uee of conventional vieual training or orthoptic

techniquee.

The eecond view euggests that learning and reading are

primarily visual-perceptual tasks. Therefore they employ

educational and eensory-motor perceptual training techniques in

order to correcÈ student's educational probfems. However, the value

of both approaches to learning disabled studentÊ remains

controvereial (Silver, 1987). According to Metzger and Werner

(1984; cited in Silver, 1980), there is no evidence to Buggest these

methods improve reading. In fact, evidence againet the

effectiveness of visual training led to a joint statement by the

Àmerican Academy of Pediatrics and the American Academy of

opthamology which criticized the validity of theee approaches.

the Feinoold diet (Rimland, 1987), and variations of it' are

another controversial form of treatment which have received

considerabl-e criticism. At a meeting of the American Medical

Aesociation in 1973, the distinguished pediatrician and allergist'

Ben Feingold, reported that food additivee were reeponeible for

hyperactivity in 40 - 50t of hyperactive children. He therefore

advieed parents of hyperactive children that artificial food

coloring and flavoring were the eingle most effective factore

responsible for hyperactive Þehavior. Thus, he recommended a diet
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free of these additives. Empirical support for the "FeingoId

hypothesis", aB it wae called by hia critice (Kinebourne & Swanson,

1988; Rimland, 198"1¡ Lamberg, 1984), was claímed baeed on children

on the diet whom were reported to be healthier than the typical

hyperactive children who were not on the diet.

Feingold's research methodologiee typically employed a food

additive "cha1lenge". In other words, children were administered

additives to see if it increased their hyperactivity. All of his

studies can be criticized for not considerinq the role of the

children's nutritional status prior to t,he etudies. For example,

eamples of children on the Feingold diet srere compared to controls

on natural diets in each of his studies. Thie would have qreatlv

biased the results in his favour. the Feinoold diet keeps the child

from consuming "junk food". Consequently theee children may have

been more able to withstand the food additive challenqe. His

critics agreed that this fail-ure to recognize and control reLevant

variabl-es, together with the arbitrary concLusions of these studies

were sufficient to dismiss the Feingold diet as a prime treatment

method of choice,

At this time, the treatment of children with ADHD is still

exploratory. According to Varley (L984), effect.ive treatment

approaches must consider the multiple needs and problems of these

children. In many cases management suggestions to parents and



6chool perEonnel are 6ufficient

behavior (Kircher' 1988).

environment, keePing tasks and

contact. However, contemporary

upon the individual or combined

intervention.

state-of -the-Art APProaches

Psvchostimulants. stimuLant medications (e.9. amphetamines)

are the most commonly used forms of medicating ADHD chlldren

(Varley, 1984). the three most commonly found are methylphenidate

(RitaIin), dextroamphetamine (Dexedrine) and magnesium pemoline

(salert) (sattIer, 19821. Each of these has consistently been shown

to have positive effects on measures of school behavior (Biederman

and Jelliner, 1983; cited in Fornees and Kavale, 1988) '

The effects of these medications appear between one to eight

hours following ingestion. They also lead to immediate increases in

attending behavior (Kupietz, winsberg and sverd, 1982; Swanson'

Kinsbourne, Roberts and zuker, 1978; Weies, 1981; aII cited in

Kavale et âI., 1986). Generally, the peychoeÈimulants leeeen

hyperactivity and decrease distractibility (Silver' 1987). However,

while they do improve etudents' readinese for learning (Kavale et

â1., 1986), they do not treat the underlying learning dieability.

For inetance, while medicated studente have reported better ability

4'l

to maintain accePtable levels of

These include etructuring the

directione short' and gaining eye

etate-of-the-art treatment focuses

uee of etimulant and/or behavioral



toorganizetheirthinking(Silver,1987),thereienoevidence

suggestalongtermpoeitiveeffectonlearning(Varley,1984)'

llhile peychoetimulants t¡ave been ehown to effectively reduce

motor behavior and improve attending behavior there are limitations

when they are ueed exclusively. side effects. are weII documented'

Stuntedgrowthpatternsrequiringdrug.freeholidayshavebeen

demonstrated (RaPoport et â1., 1978; cited in Varley' !984) and

reputed (vartey, 1984). Other negative side effects include loss of

appetite, and drowsiness. Another problem, for the physician' is

the difficult task of finding the appropriate dosage level, and

monitoring the drug program. The most aerioua limitation is the

lack of long-term improvement. Medications cannot expand the actuai

academic and social repertoires of ADHD children. But it seems'that

echools Possess the environment that can. Thie hae implications for

canadian schools. According to Bome rePorts (Butchard, 1989)'

three-quarters of American children as compared to canadian children

diagnosed as ADHD are treated with medication. According to Mclean

(1989),stimulantmedicationiseffectivein?Otofindividuals

presenting ADHD symPtomE (1989)'

coqnitive-behavioral intervention. In the treatment of

children with attentional dieorders, Douglas and her colleagues

(Douglas,IgTSiFirestoneandDouglasrlgT5¡citedinBrownand

Alford, 1984) have been cOncerned about the exclusive use of
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contlngencymanagementtechniquesh'iththesechildren.Douglasand

her aesociates Btated that poeitive reinforcement actually increagee

imputeivityandattractsthechi}d'Eattentionawayfromthetaek

and toward the reinforcement (Frieberge and Douglae' 1969; Parry'

1973; boÈh cited in Brown and Alford, 1984) ' Furthermore' the

possibitityofdeleteriousgideeffectsaeeociatedwithetimulant

medication also suggests that it would be unwise for clinicians to

relysolelyoncontrolbyexterna].agents.consequently,Brownand

Alford(1984)explainedthatmuchresearchduringthelastdecade

has attempted to train hyperactive children to utilize various

methods of self-control a€¡ oppoeed to control by outeide agents

(Goldfriedandllerlaum,LgT3¡Hichenbaum,lg?6tt977;Thorensenand

Mahoney , Ig74; aIl cited in Brown and Alford' 1984) '

Vygoteky (1g62) Buggested that internalization of verbal

commands is the essent,ial step in the child's development of

voluntary conrrol of behavior. According to Michenbaum and Goodman

(197L), the speech of adults controls and directs the behavior of

children. GradualIy, the child's own overt speech comes to regulate

their behavior, and eventually the child'E covert or inner epeech

assumes regulatorY control '

MichenbaumandGoodman(1971)designedtwostudiestoexamine

the effectiveness of a cognitive eelf-guidance Program which applied

the developmental Beguence of epeech deecribed above. The focue of
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these atudies was to examine the child's own verbal control 0f their

nonverbal behavior.

Studyoneemployedanindividualtrainingprooedurewhich

requiredattention-deficitchildrentotalktothemeelvesaloud'

theneilent}y,followingmodelledinstrr¡ctionsbytheexaminer.I|he

eample eize of children who learned the eelf-control technique was

five. These children were compared to untrained matched controls on

a numþer of educational tasks. The resulte were interpreted to

euggest that the training group improved significantly on the

Porteus Maze Test, Performance IQ on the wlsct and on a measure of

cognitive impuleivity. These children later aleo continued to ehow

improved performance one month later (Michenbaum and Goodman' 1971) '

Thesecondstudyexaminedtheefficacyoftheeamecognitive

treatment procedure in altering the impulsive children's performance

on Kagan's measure of cognitive impulsivity. The results indicated

thatcognitivemodeltingalonewassufficienttoslowdownthe

impulsive child's response time on tasks' But only with the

addition of eelf-instruction training \^tas there a significant

increase in the children's accuracy of performance (Michenbaum and

Goodman, 1971).

These two etudies were critical hietorically. They

demonstrated that one can teach impulsive chitdren to be less

impulsive and to improve response accuracy' However' the
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investigation did not suggest or test directions for reducing

lmpuleivity in the natural elaeeroom environment. coneequently

queetione which remain unanswered, and, which will be addreeeed in

the present etudy include: Did the ekille learned by children

generalize to the classroom eetting? what were the teachers'

lmpreseions of the study? Does the learned ekill of reflectivity

impactuponthechildren'srelationshipswithothers?Inthe

present study the training procedure involves fading-in, the

classroom teacher and classroom tasks, to promote generalization to

the classroom setting.

Nevertheless, accordlng to Reid and HreEko (1981; cited in

Brown and Alford, 1984) the plethora of reeearch on the application

of cognitive training has produced speculative conclueions about the

generalizability of theee procedures to the clas6room. In their

review of the effectiveness of cognitive training for handicaPPed

Iearners, Keogh and G}over (1980; cited in Brown and Alford, 1984)

noted that even though Eome generalization of cognitive tasks has

been identified, other studies indicate no transfer to academic

taeks. In fact, the design of many etudies makee it difficult to

evaluate whether the cognitive training or simultaneous operant

techniques Produced the observed behavior changes (Reid and Hreeko,

1g81; cited from Brown and Afford, 1984). For example, it ie often

difficult to ascertain whether the deeired experimental effects were
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the result of modelling, behavior reversal, instruction, feedbackr

contingent reinforcement, role PIay, or other eocl-al learnlng

etrategiee (combe and Lahey, 1981; Kelly et 41., 1983; Smith and

Fowler, 1984; all cited in SchIoeB, schl-ose, wood and Kiehl' 1981).

At large, it remains questionable whether the findinge ln laboratory

etudies of learning can be extrapolated to the claesroom (Brown and

AIford, L984). The failure of some learned behaviors to generalize

to the cLassroom is due to variables such aB the lack of conceptual

framework, the need to validate eocial ekitl objectives, and

insuff icient generalization data.

A handful of etudies, however, have been very €tuccesEful in

promoting generalization. Edgeland (!974i cited from Brown and

Alford, 1984) Performed a etudy to enhance the cognitive reErPonse

style of impulsive second graders. The treatment Procedure in this

study included what the authors named an attentional ekills

etrategy. Thie strategy consisted of training eessions including

match-to-eample exercises, recalI, and drawing designs from memory,

and a descriptlon of geometric designs. Reeulte from this etudy

found children in the attentional training grouPB made fer"ter errors

on the Matching Familiar Figuree TeEt and concomittantly

demonstrated eignificantly better reading proficiency aB comPared to

the control group. This etudy suggested that the uee of attentional

6kitIs training with tearning disabled children improved the ability
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to perform on experimental tasks, and may have generalized to better

aeademic ekille in the claasroom.

Subeequently, in an effort to continue this reeearch Brown and

Alford (1984) hypothesized that a package of eelf-control procedures

would improve academic performance. Performance trras measured on the

!{ide Range Àchievement Test on which ADHD children generally perform

poorly because of weak attentional skil-ls. The training program

covered a tr^ro month period during which eight children were trained

individually to process information and to eelectively attend to

visual discrimination problems more efficiently. The materials and

exercieee utilized were eimil-ar to those ueed by Edgeland (1974¡

cited in Brown and Alford, 1984). Throughout training

eelf-verbalization procedures were also used. These followed t,he

basic approach of Michenbaum and Goodman (1971) and included: (a)

stopping to define the problem, (b) evaluating alternatives before

acting on any one, and (c) verbalizing the etrategy throughout

training.

The results of the studv which were baeed on measures of

reading, attention, and inhibitory control ehowed improvement among

the children who received eel-f-inst,ructional training. A1so,

according to measureÊ on the t{ide Range Achievement Test the

training results were eustained even at a 3-month follow-up.

Additionally, though changes in classroom conduct and task oriented



behaviors during structured activities were not

obeervations euggeeted that on-taek behaviora

general conduct imProved.

The resulte of this etudy are encouraging. However, they also

euggest that investigators need to get their hande dirtier.

Reeearchere need to put some of these evaluative inetruments away

and try using educational resources to train children to perform

better in the classroom.

Educational Considerêtions for TreatmenL

According to the reports of parents (campbell' 1973; Connersf

1970), teachers (campbell and Paulauskas, L979; cited in Grenell'

GIass and Katz, ]:g87¡ and Peers (Grenell et al., :-9a7¡ Milich and'

Landau, 1982 ) , children who manifest ÀDHD euffer eignificant

interpersonal difficulties. The clinical literature aupPorts a

positive relationship between disturþed early peer relations and

psychiatric problems and social maladjustment during adulthood

(Ladd, 1984).

The eecondary characterietics associated with ADHD include

poor peer relationehips (Ledingham, schwartzman and Bergeron, 1981;

Lacreca, 1981; Atkins, Pelham and Licht, 1985; Johneton, Pelham and

Murphy, 1985), echool failure, negative eelf Btatements, and

antisocial aggression (Prinz, connor and wileon, 1981). The

perceptions of teachers as tapped on the swangon, Nolan and Pelman
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evaluated, anecdotal

persieted and that
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(1984i cited in Johneton et a1., 1985) rating ecale have also been

found to reliabty identify ADHD children experiencing interpersonal

difficultiee. Therefore teacher Perceptions, themeelves create a

variable which needs to be addreesed by reeearchers'

Teacher perceptions are important for another reason.

According to attribution theory (weiner, 1979¡ cited in Reid and

Borkowski , :-g87 ), the frequent failures experienced by ÀDHD children

occur over long periods of time. These failures also occur across

a wide variety of school related tasks and teachers. This leads to

feelings of helplessness and to a lower Eense of eelf-efficacy

(Bandura, 1977; cited in Reid and Borkowski, 1987). Consequently'

next to parent6, teachers and resource teachers are tikely the first

to identify children who manifest difficulties coping with failure'

These teachere, therefore, reguire acceEs to treatment aPproaches

available within their own schools to which they can refer children,

or, borrow for administration in their own classrooms.

ADHD is a peychiatric diagnoEtic label referring to children

who manifest unugually high levels of inattention, impulsivity, and

hyperactivity. The incidence of this disorder approaches 3t of aIl

children in echools (American Peychiatric Aesociation, 1987).

Research on ADHD has been extensive in attempt to empirically define

Iv. Surnmary and HYPotheses
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the ADHD diagnostic criteria. The emergence of Michenbaum and

Goodman's (1971) self-instructional technigueE have Provided a meana

of teaching ADHD children to exhibit Eome control over their

impuleee in the school setting.

Michenbaum and Goodman's (19?1) research left many ç[ue8tione

about traneference to academic ekills unanswered. Brown and Alford

( 1987 ) addressed this !ssue and demonstrated that self-instructional

techniques can improve academic performance. They concluded their

training techniques would adapt quite well to classrooms for the

learning disabled. However, they cautioned that their techniques

deeerve further investigation before they are imirlemented in such

eettings.

It would Beem that similar techniques which can be implemented

in the reqular classroom are also r^tarranted. Given the validity of

children's social relationships as predictors of adult functioning

(Cowen, Pederson, Barbigian, lzzo|d and Trost' 1973) it is also

widely accepted that effective treatment approaches for ADHD

children are needed. The treatment for the present study is

described in ÀPPendix A.

The Hvpotheses. The research queetions posed in Chapter 1

will now be reetated in terms of hypotheees which will be tested in

this study:
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1.0 It is predicted that the social ekills progr¿rm will

increage on-taek behavior in the claEsroom eetting ae meaeured

by two independent observers.

1.1 The effectiveness of a eelf-control training and verbal

mediation intervention program will be indexed by decrements

in teachers' ratings of impuleivity' attention, and

hyperactivity on the SNAP.

1.2 It is also predicted that the studente, themselves' will

observe changes in their own behavior foll-owing social skiIls

training, as indexed by the DsM-III Structured Childrens'

Interview echedule.

In the following chapters the proceduree for collecting and

analyzing the data will be rePorted.



The Purpose of this etudy was to improve the ekills and

behaviorsmanifeatbychildrenidentifiedaeADHDbytheirclaesroom

teacher's ratings on the SNAP'

In this chapter the research methodotogy is outlined' A

description of the instruments ueed ie included' The

characteristics of the subjects ueed in the study are also

presented.

ProceduralPraqmatics.Thestudywasintroducedtoteachers

during the middle of the echool year' Àn overview of the

characteristics of ADHD was presented. This included an emphasis on

ADHD diagnostic criteria. The teachers' aesistance in recruiting

suitable candidates for the sample rlras requested. Based on their

agreement,theywereaskedtothinkabouttwoorthreeetudentsfrom

their cfassrooms who met Èhe ADHD diagnostic criteria' Next they

were asked to fill out the sNAP rating ecale eeparately for each

child theY nominated.

The etudy was firet introduced to the parents of potential

eubjectsthroughaninformationletter.lhieletterrequeetedthat

DarentÊwhodidnotwishtheirgradefourorfivechildrentobe

ChaPter 3

Reeearch Proceduree

I. fntroduction

s8



considered for nomination by classroom teacherÊ to participate

the etudy, to adviee the echool eecretary or principal.

Permiseion was received from the euperintendent of the school

divieion and the principal of the echool to eolicit eupport from

parents and teachers of grade four and five etudente for the

purposes of this etudy. Àrrangements qtere made with claseroom

teachers to conduct this training program during regularly scheduled

class time at the echool.

The etudy utilized an A-B design. Qualitative data were

coflected in three ways from three sourcea. Firet, independent

observers recorded subjects' pretraining and postraining levels of

on-task classroom behavior. The second Bource of qualitative data,

was obtained from subjects' classroom teachers, who were

administered a diagnostic rating scale (SNAP), prior to, and also

following the introduction of social skills trainíng. Lastly, the

eubjects were administered a diagnostic childrens' interview

(DSM-III-Structured Children's Interview) which tapped their own

awareneaa of the ADHD characteristice which the examiner preeumed

they possegsed. This inÈerview was aleo adminietered during the

tro

in

II. Design
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pre- and post-training phases. Each of these three Eources of data

allowed comparieons to be made between pre- and IloEt-meaBurea'

The eample eelection sriteria were changed to accoÍßlodate the

needs of individual teachers and to meet the needs of the echool

population. Ten students from grades five and Bix, were nominated

to participate in the social ekills training group' Þfhile the

examiner had planned to include grade four students, it was the

feeling of the grade four teachers that there were no euitable grade

four students.

The subjects who participated were enrolled in a middle class

euburban elementary school of 400 students in western canada' 'The

study took place during the 1989 - 90 school year' The examiner

proposedtorecruittenstudents'tocomPosetwoeubjectgroupsof

five.

At the start of each session a new topic was introduced or the

formertoPicreviewed.Rulesforthegroupv'erealsoreviewed.

this took the first five minutes of the 45 minute period. During

the next 10 minutes of the eession a legson would proceed' the

following 20 mlnutes were used for practiee and eometimee included

cooperative games or role-playe. The laet 10 minutes of seeeions

were used for diecussion, feedback, and enack time'

III. Procedure
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During the 20 minute practiee interval reinforcement was

delivered through a multieensory approach ueing verbal comments

(e.g. I like when you look at me when I'm apeaking; Great Planl)'

gestural motions (e.g. 'hurray' motions, clape, etc'), and phyeical

contact (e.g. pat on the back, gentle touch on ehoulder). Vigual

aids al-so eerved ae reinforcers. Tbese included an "aPpropriate

comment" name chart (see Appendix B) and a name check-Ìist for

students who verbalized self-talk (see Appendix C). The examiner

also modelled appropriate behaviors during this portion of the

Eession, and these were reviewed during the discussion interval.

During ,discussion time' etudents were asked to explain their

own appropriate behaviors and those of the other group members.

Snack time provided students the opportunity to wind down before

returning to c1ass. It was also intended to be conducive to

sociaLizing.

Baseline. Two independent observers were recruited to collect

obÊervations on the on- and off-task classroom behavior of each

eubject. Basel-ine behaviors vrere recorded in the regular classroom

Betting. The method of interval recordinge was used (see Interval

recording: III INSTRUI'ÍENTATION).

Prior to the data collection the observers were trained by the

examiner to make interval observations of childrens' attentional

ekilts. Inter-observer agreeability was not measured during the
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A-B phases of the design because the observers could not coordinate

their work echedulee in euch a r¡ray as to allow for obeervatione to

be conducted simultaneouely. Nevertheleee, the aetual training

estimate was 100t agreeability between obgervere.

Teacher ratinqs. The SNAP rating acal-e was adminietered to

the classroom teacherg of each eubject Prior to, and following the

study. These pre- and post-measures served two functions: First'

they provided information about the teachers' perceptions regarding

the presence or absence of ADHD symptoms" This information was also

used to Bcreen student candidates for eubject etigibility.

Secondly, the pre- and post-measure6 provided data about the

effectiveness of the training program.

The Swanson, Nolan, and Pelham (SNAP) Rating Scale (see

Appendix D) was used as a pre- and PoÊÈ-measure reflecting the

extent to which ADHD behaviors $¡ere perceived as preeent by the

teachers both before and after the training eeeeions. Àn interval

recording method was ueed to collect baeeline and independent

observer data. The Teacher Evaluation Survey wae adminietered to

the classroom teachers following training for the PurPose of

determining their impressions about the ueefulnees of the training

program. The Student Evaluation Survey vras administered to subjects

IV. Instrumentation



at the compretion of the four week period eo that they too could

ehare their impreeeionE about the program. These inEtrumente and

the rationale for their uE¡e are digcueged.

swanson, Nor-an and pelham rsNÀp) Ratinq scare. The most

common clasgroom mea'ures of student behavior, are teacher ratings
and direct observation (Atkins, pelham, and Licht, 1gg5). Rat,ing

scales may be used to measure attention, hyperactÍvity, and

impuJ-sivity and are considered to be the state of the art method

used in the cl-inical evaluation, and, empiricar study of the ADHD

child (Ross and Ross, rgg2). The use of teacher ratinqs is
justified on two counts: a) the ease and economy of data

corlection, and, b) the importance of information derived from

teachers for an understanding of chird behavior (Atkins, perham, and

Licht, 1985)- rn addit,ion, teachers are typically more experi_enced

with children and more objective than parents, and student,s are

better known to teachers than to crinicians (soaL, Downey, and

Lahey, 1980; cit.ed in Atkins,.pelham, and Licht, 19g5).

The conners Teacher Rating scar-e (conners, 1969) has been the
most widely used and researched of the teacher rating ecales. rt iB
a 39-item checkriet. The 39-items may be ecored on a fact,or baeie,

such as Conduct problem

Anxiety-Tension, Hyperactivity and socialiability. The test-retest
factor reriabilities range from .70 to .go (conners, rg73,). The

Àggressivity, fnattentiveness,
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behaviors which compose Conners' (1969) factors, however, are not

entirely congruent with the DSM-III-R (American Psychiatric

Aeeociation, 1987) diagnoetic criteria. Rather, the Connera Teacher

Rating ScaLe (Conners, t969 ) wa6 compoeed of eymptome evident in

earlier literature (Johnston, Pelham, and Murphy, 1985).

The SNAP Rating Scale is a more current inetrument which

follows the same format as the Conners Teacher Ratinq ScaLe

(Johnston, PeJ-ham, and Murphy, 1985). To improve diagnoses, DSI'Í-If I

(Àmerican Psychiatric Association, 1980) provided criteria more

specific to attentional-deficits rather than activity based

behavior. The SNAP is comprised of AÐÉtD symptoms as described in

the DSM-fIf (American Psychiatric Associationr l9EO; cited in

Johnston, Pelham, and Murphy, 1985). It is a 23-item rating scale

which has shown high concurrent validity (r = .9) in correlations

with the Connere rating scale (Swanson, Nolan, and Pelham, 1981).

The Conners test-retest reliability has been identified as (r = .83)

(Goyette, Conners, and Ulrich, 1978¡ cited in Swanson, No1an, and

Pelham, L981).

The SNAP is composed of four factors. These include

inattention, hyperactivity, impuleiveness, and peer relationshipe.

Like the Conners Teacher Rating Scale, items are rated by teachers

as present "not at a11", "just a little", pretty much", or "very

mush". Following DSM-III-R guidelines any etudent who receives
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extreme ratingg ( "pretty much" or "very much" ) on at leaet two of

the hyperactivity criteria, and three each of the inattention and

impuleivity criteria wirl be classified ae ÀDHD. Accordino to

Perham, Atkine, and Murphy (1981; cited in Johnston, pelham, and

Murphy, 1985) this definition resurts in 6t of an elementary echool

population being identified as ADHD.

The items found in t,he peer relations section of the sNAp wil_I

not be incruded for subject seLection and post,-testing. This factor

provides a variable which wirr not be explored directry in the

preaent study. cLassroom teachers who respond on the sNAp Ratinq

scare wilJ., however, be asked to rate their etudents accordinq to

the other three factors. scores for each factor wirl be derived and

these will be interpreted according to the sNAp Rating scare norms

and the DsH-rrr-R (American psychiatric Association, L9g7) ADHD

diagnostic crit,eria.

ïnterval recordinq. Direct observations have been used to

determine the behaviors that differentiate ADHD from non-ADHD

children (e.9. Abihoff, Gittelman-Krein, and Klein, 1977; Vincenc,

llilliams, Harris, and Duval, 1981; whalen, Henker, colrine, Fink,

and Demoto, 1979¡ aÌl cited in Atkins, pelham, and Licht,, 19gs).

Typicarry in such studies interrater reliabiliÈy has been low, and

often the chird has been observed ress than one hour (Atkins,

Perham, and Licht, 1985). A measure that is often usefur is the
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number of instances a particular behavior occurs in a given period

of time (l{artin and Pear' 1978). fn the Present etudy it $taE

importanÈ to determine the frequency of occurrence for ADHD

behaviors manifest by the eubjecte, in the classroom eetting, both

at baseline and following training. According to Martin and Pear

(1978) interval- recording is an appropriate behavioral-observation

method for recording the frequency of on and off-task behavior (e.9.

in a classroom). This strategy designates a block of time (such as

a ten-minute observation period). This time is then divided into

egual intervals of relatively short duration (e.9. five seconds

during every minute). the specified behavior ie then recorded once

during each five second interval throughout the obeervation perioå

which may occur across a period of time (e.9. ten minutes) (Mártin

and Pear, I9'l 8\.

In the present study this method was used by the examiner to

collect baseline data for each subject. this aame method was

apptied by the independent observers for the purpose of recording

evidence for or against generalization of trained behaviors to the

classroom (see Appendix E).

Teacher Evaluation Survev. The purpose of thie Burvey was to

qualitatively determine the classroom teacher's impressions about

the training program. This included ratings and comments regarding:

the effectiveness of the program, generalizability of appropriate
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behaviors to the classroom, and whether or not they would adminieter

tbe program in their own claasroom (8ee APpendix F). Thie meagure

provided the examiner with information about the utitity of the

program to echools based on teachers' Perceptione.

student Evaluation survev. Thie aurvey, Iike the Teacher

Evaluation Survey provided subjecte with the opportunity to report

their impressions about the effectiveness of the social training

program (see Appendix G).

During the observer training phase, the two obEervers together

with the exa¡niner used interval recordings to determine the

percentage of time on-task of random etudents in a grade five

classroom.

recordings showed stability. The independent obaervers practised

recordings until they agreed LOOt, and 908 of these observations

were in agreement with the examiner's recordings. Several factors

may have accounted for the 100* agreement during observer training.

Theee are: a) both observerE had worked together in the past, b)

both observers were members of the echoot faculty and were familiar

with the popu)-ation, and c) both observere had worked within the

special education domain, and Possessed excellent observational

skills prior to their involvement in the study.

V. Results

Training observations proceeded until practiEe
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A considerably high eubject mortality rate was obeerved. Of

the ten etudentE nominated by gradee five and gix teachers to

participate in the etudy, three of the Etudente moved. Each of

these children lived in foster homes and were rated by their

teachers on the SNAP to present attention-deficits, impuleivity' and

hyperactivity two etandard deviations - or greater, than average.

In addition, the only female nominated to participate, who was

incidently, from a dual parent home and who aleo had SNAP scores tvlo

standard deviations greater than average, dropped out after one

session because of her reluctance to being "the only girl in the

group". Furthermore, one boy from a eingle parent family, with SNAP

ratings greaÈer than two standard deviations above average attended

four group eessions and then terminated as a result of a family

move. Lastly, one grade five boy and one grade eix boy, each from

dual parent homes were nominated by their teachers to participate

but neither boy was rated to possess ADHD characteristics at a

percentage greater than average on the SNAP. Consequently the

potential sample size of 10 was reduced to five, and by the fifth

eession the number of participante decreaeed to three.

The independent observers eucceesfully collected baeeline

measures of attention in a classroom eetting on five subjects prior

to the introduction of social skills, and on the three eubjects who

completed the group. Return to baseline observations were made one
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1).

the termination of the group (Bee page 91

Phase A. Reference to Figure 1 ehows that during the initÍa1

baseline phase, two of the three primary subjects showed an

interesting t,rend. Subjects À and B demonstrated a stable range of

on-task behavior between 40 - 60t for six 10 minute time eamples.

Subject C, on the other hand showed a wide range of variability

across eight observation periods (range = 20 - 100t on-task

behavior). This data stresses the high degree of individual

differences and situational variance obgerved by teachere of epecial

needs student,s (Sykes et al., 1971).

fnterestingly, the anecdotal data colLected by the observers

regarding the two subjects who dropped out of the study, support

both the former and the latter attentionaÌ patterns. For example

the female participant (subject D) presented a range of on-task

behavior in the classroom eetting which aleo ranged between 40 - 6ot

as did subjects A and B. Subject E, like eubject C, however, ehowed

a wide range of on-task behavior in the classroom eetting across six

obeervation interval.s (range = 10 - 100t)

Ineert Figure 1 about here

Þ:,

for Figure
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In view of the above, these results may be interpreted to

suggest that the 5 etudente who began the eoclal skiLle training

tended to Ehow one of two attentional patterne in the claeeroom.

The profile exhibited by eubjecÈe A, B, and D, yielded a relatively

narrow range of on-task behavior. Subjeete C and Er on the other

hand showed a wider range of variance.

With regard to the baseline data collected it is worth noting

that the retatively low initial baeelinee were congruent with

teachers' ratings on the SNAP which placed participants ADHD

characteristics two standard deviaÈions or greater, than average.

These findings lend support to the larger body of }iterature which

suggests that teacher perceptions are often accurate predictors in

the process of making on ADHD diagnosis (Klein and Young, t979;

Atkins et aI., 1985; Ledingham et aI., 1984). Continued eupport for

this literal trend is siqnificant to the clinician in that it

supports a second body of research supportinq the use of teacher

rating scales in the assessment of ADHD etudents (Sandoval, 1987¡

Lambert and Hartsough, 1973; Swanson et a1., 198L). Therefore the

present etudy continues to add credibility to clinicians'

appreciation of teachers who, the longer they teach, eeem to develop

a standard of comparison that Parents and many physicians do not

have (Sandoval' 1981).
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Phase B. The post-training obeervations were based only on

the three primary subjects (4, B' and C). while conclusive

interpretatione of theee data eould not be made, two ¡lossibilitiee

exieted. Reference to Figure 1 indicated that while it appeared

that on-task cLaesroom behavior generally improved from phaee A to

phase B and eubseguently stabilized; an alternate explanation might

be that subjects' behavior was simply an extension of the patterns

observed in phase A of Èhe study. In other words, it was possible

that principles of rule governed behavior were not tapped by the

intervention, and that observations from the B phase merely

reflected the inconsistent cLassroom performance typically eeen by

special educators (Kolligan and Sternberg, 1989; Glaeer, 1984).

The qualitative nature of the present etudy, together with the

emall eample e:-ze, and, failure to obtain a measure of independent

obgerver agreement, make it difficult to ascertain which aepects of

the treatment package had greatesÈ discriminating power. the

premise of an A-B design is the assumption that if no treatment were

introduced, the behavior would continue as recorded in the baeeline

(t{cMillan and Schumacher, 1989). Unfortunately, the data together

with the choice of design, in the Present etudy make it impoeeible

to argue that the intervent,ion had the impact it wag intended to

have. I,lhile the clinicaÌ study of individual human behavior change

remains paramount, and shouLd continue to be explored through
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internal validity (UcMillan and Schumacher, 1989) '

Although the teachere' poet-ratingE¡ on the SNAP and the A-B

deeign did not ehow that the intervention reeulted in behavior

change, Eome interesting data were obtained from the DSH-III-R

Struetured Interview. Theee data were interpreted to eupport

Hypothesis t.2 which predicted that the students would observe

changes in their own training following social ekills training.

DSM-III-R Structured rnterview. The qualitative data

collected from the childrens' interviews yielded patterns which

would Euggest heightened leveIs of awareneaE regarding the

childrene' perceptions of their ADHD þehaviore (Bee Table 1).

Reference to Tabte 1 illustrates percentage change between pre-and

72

in

poat-measures of subjects'.ratings of their own ÀDHD Eymptoms.

using the coding eystem of a}¡mptoms occurring: 0 = never, f =

sometimes, and 2 = alot, the data trend euggeeted leee denial of the

abeence of eymptoms over time. The data aleo indicated increased

awareness ¿rmong eubjects of their more Eevere ADHD characteristics.

rnterestinglY, the etudents' ratings of EymPtoms preeent "sometimes"

remained relativelY sÈab)-e.

Insert lable 1 about here
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Take,forexamPle,eubjectA.Priortoeocialekills

training, eubject A reported that 46t of the ADHD eymptome in the

interview hrere atypical of his behavior. Foltowing social ekills

intervention, however, he indicated that only 178 of the symPtoms

were atypical. one could imply, therefore that 83t of the symptoms

described in the interview did typify Eome of his behavior'

similarly, initially eubject A raPported that 254 of the eymptoms

described were apparent in his behavior "sometimes". Though during

the post-test the increased his rating to 43t. Lastly, in view of

the ADHD behaviors which were most frequent (e.g. "alot") he had

initially acknowledged 1Lt of the critieria, and eubsequently

increased these to 3OB. It therefore Eeeme that one could imply

that eubject A's overaLl a$¡areness of his ADHD behavior increaaed as

a reEuIt of the insight oriented social skil1s training package.

Teacher Evaluation Survev. The qualitative date collected on

this evaluation form (Eee Appendix F) indicated overall satiefaction

with the treatment package. In addition teachers described the

package as relevant, and they appreciated their role in the transfer

of training portion of the study. They aleo reported that etudente

learned to pay better attention in class. Concerns held by the

Èeachers centered around class time missed by the studenta and

difficulty promoting further generalization of skills given the end

of the achool year. Pragmatic difficultiee which were identified
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suggestedthatitwouldbedifficulttoincorporateeuchaprogram

intotheclaseroomduetotwofactore:a)differenceginindividual

student needs, and b) curriculum demande'

TheoverallsatisfactionreportedontheTeacherEvaluation

surveywassomewhatincongruentwithteachers,ratingsontheSNAP'

wheretheyreportedalackofbehavioralctrange.Anumberof

factors may account for this discrepancy. These wou].d include: a)

teacher bias baeed on their knowledge of the purpoee of the etudy:

b)overlearningrepresentedbyteachers'ownmoreclearlydefined

understandingofADHDsymptoms,andc)experimentalcontamination.

These iesues will be elaborated upon in the Diecussion section of

this PaPer.

StudentEvaluationSurvev.Thepercentagesreportedonthe

Student Evaluation Survey (eee Appendix G) suggest that studente did

perceive themselves as benefitting from the group overalÌ' The

students aleo demonstrated a clear understanding about the nature

andpurposeofthegroup.However,thestudentsalsoindicatedthat

theirownmotivationaldriveswereafactorwhichinfluencedthe

deplolrmentoftheplan.makingskills.Alargerdiscueeionaboutthe

role of etudent motivation will foflow in the Diecueeion'

PeruealofTablelil}uetratedthatanotheroneofthemain

findingsoftheetudywasthattheindependentobserversfound

on-task classroom behavior did improve' as propoased by Hypothesis
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perceptions remained etable and

poet-administrations of the SNAP

why did teacher perceptions of their etudents ADHD behavior

remain unchanged? The experimental situation had several features

which may be interpreted to explain this finding. The first point

to be noted emphasizes the nature of the experimental design. WhiIe

t,he independent observers were blind to the purposes of the study,

the classroom teachers were not. In fact, for the pragrnatic

purposes of justifying the students'time spent out of the regular

classroom the teachers were very aware of the main aim of the

present etudy. This Latter point, taken together with the fact that

the examiner went to great lengths to discues the nature of ADHD

with the participating teachers, mâY have led to an increased

awareness of ADHD characteristics. One explanation, therefore, is

that the teachers' new knowledge of ADHD allowed for more proficient

observations of subjects' following eucceeeful identification of

participants for the study. It may even be suggested that the

teachere experienced affirmation with regard to their own abilities

to identify ADHD characteristics. If this vrere true, the

t2

waE not eupPorted. Teacher

did not alter between Pre- and

( SrÀranaon, 1987 ) .

vI. Diecuseion
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probability of post-teÊt resulte being contaminated by teacher'e

heightened awarenega of Etudent sl¡mPtoms would be increased'

A eecond explanation which might account for differencee in

perceptions between the obeervers and etudente, from the teachere,

may be that the treatment package was introduced in the latter part

of the Bchool year. Due to high J.evel of activity-based learning,

togeÈher with the emphasis on recreational learning, and childrens'

high spiritedness as the end of the school year approaches, it can

be suggested that the nature of demands ptaced upon teachers change,

and/or increase. These events may have led teachers to ignore

prograln effects (Schloss, et ê1., 1986). And lastly, another

possibitity remaining, frây be that meaaures to promote

generalization to the classroom were ineufficient. There are three

obvious ways to wrestle wit,h this dilemma: a) increase the number

of sessions where transfer to the teacher is programmed; and carry

these over to the classroom' b) train teachers to teach social

skiIls, c) build social skillS training directly into the curricula.

some factore which likeIy contributed to those aspects of the

etudy which r¡tere more Eucceersful would include: a) the etudy was

based on a body of knowledge vrith a conceptual baee, e.g.

Meichenbaum and Goodman (1971), b) the independent and dependent

variables $rere aPPIied and evaluated with equal precision' and c)

training priorities Ì^¡ere closely matched to learner needs and
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characteristice , (e.9. , American Peychiatric Aeeociation' 1987 ¡

Schloss et al. ' 1986; McGinnis, Sauerby, and Nichols, 1985)

Furthermore, the aocial ekilIe trainíng format which was

influenced by Camp and Bash (1981) emphasized atructured learning.

Structured learning is a peychoeducational and behavioral approach

to the instruction of prosocial skille. It consiats ofí a)

modelling, b) role playing, c) performance feedback, and d) transfer

of training (McGinnis and GoLdstein, 1984). Structured learning is

designed to teach skill-deficient children Prosocial alternative

behaviors, and how to use them (Goldstein, I974¡ 1981; McGinnis and

Goldetein, 1994). A number of procedures are ueed that enhance the

tikelihood of the students using these newly learned skills in real

Iife situations. The following discussion exafnines these

components.

ModeIIinq, def ined as fearning by imitation, has been shor^tn to

be an effective teaching approach wlth children and adolescents

(Bandura, Ross, and Ross, 1961; RosenthaL, 1976; both cited in

McGinnis & Goldstein, 1984; RogerÊ-Warren and Baer' 19761. The

preÊ¡ent aocial skille training Program utilized six components of

effective modelling: a) the examiner (expert model) was highly

ekilled in the target behaviors, b) the examiner was considered to

be of high sÈatus by the gtudente, c) the model was friendly and



helpful, and d) all participante eerved ae models once they

maatered the target behavior.

RoIe playinq ie defined as a eituation in which an individual

behaves in new ways by taking on a role (Mann, 1956; cited in

McGinnie and Goldstein, 1984). Role playing can help a Peraon

change behavior or attitudes and has been a popular approach in

education for years (McGinnis and Goldstein, 1984)'

According to McGinnie and GoldÊtein (1984) role play enhancers

include the four foltowing components. For example a) choice on the

part of the student whether to take part in the role Play, b) the

students' cornmitment to the behavior being played, c) improvisation

in enacting the role-play behaviors, and finalJ-y, d) reward,

approval, or reinforcement. with regards to the present etudy, all

but the eecond element above could be influenced by the examiner's

instruction, direction, and enthusiasm. If the teachers tsrere

correct in their assumption that little or no behavior changes

resulted from sociat skills training, it may be true that the

Êtudents did not poseess the inherent commitment or motivation to

change their behavior. Similar programs in the future ehould

clearly define the element of Btudent commitment as a dependant

variable. One of the ehortcomings of the preeent etudy and program

ie that this variable $ras not dealt with aufficiently. This point

will be elaborated upon in the next section'

tó

had
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Aswithmodelting,ro}eplayingmaybeconeideredaneceeeary

but ineufficient behavior change technique. ueed alone' ite effects

do not laet (Lichtenstein, Keutzer, & Himee, 1969; cited in DtcGinnie

& Goldstein, 1984). Combining the two is an improvement. In this

Îs'ay the et!'¡dent knows both what to do, and how to do it. But

students also need to know why they should behave in new ways' lfhen

a student understands why they behave in a particular wâ]r this

heightened awareness will foster their own behavior control ' Once

a student explores the "why" behind his or her own behavior, they

are demonstrating metacognitive thinking'

PerformancefeedbackisdefinedbyMcGinnisandGoldetein

(1984)asprovidingthestudentwithinformationonhowwellheor

she has done during the role play. This component of structured

learning was emphasized by the Present training packager and

.^^ar¿l.inal-ÔthestudentEvaluationsurvey,wasreceivedwell.duuv! uÀ¡¡Y

McGinnis and Goldstein (1984) coneidered performance feedback as a

motivational or incentive comPonent. In retrospect, the view of the

present author is that while performance feedback is an incentive to

Iearners, because it teaches etudente gby the new behavior ie useful

in a pragrmatic way. It is not, however, neceEBarily eufficient to

create increased motivation to internalize newly learned behavioral

strategies. That is, Performance feedback alone will not reBult in
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Iong-termbehavioralchanges(l{cGinnie&Goldetein,1984).This

diecueeion wiII be continued in the next Eection'

Reinforcement is typically defined ae any event that eerves to

increase the probability of a behavior occurring again in the

future. McGinnis and Goldstein (]:g74) refer to three types of

reinforcementandsuggestedthateffectiveperformancefeedbackmust

giveattentiontoallthreetypesofreinforcement.lhefirstis

materiar reinforcement, which includes food or money. second, is

self-reinforcement,whichisaperson'spositiveevaluationofhis

own behavior, (e.g. Think ÀIoud step #4: "I did great' because I

triedhard!,').Finally,thesoclalreinforcement,euchaspraise'

or approval from others '

Inviewofthefirstformofreinforcement'thiswasinitially

excludedfromthedesignofthePresentprogram.However'l'fcGinnis

and Goldstein' s ( 1984 ) euggested that an individual ' s own

reinforcementhistoryandcurrentneedswillaffectwhether

reinforcers are in fact, reinforcing' For this reason' prior to

socialekillstralningtheexaminerallowedeachetudenttorandom}y

Eelectarewardforhimselfoncehehadobtainedflvechequemarkson

each of the Appropriate comments and SeIf-Talk charts (eee

Àppendices B and C) ' Interestingly each etudent privately indicated

a food reward, e.g' chocolate bar6'
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McGinnisandGoldstein(1984)explainedthatmaterial

reinforcement may be viewed as a neceaaary bage, without which the

higher levels of reinforcement (eocial and Eelf-reinforcement) may

notfunction.TheyalsoaddedthatrformanyyoungEtudents'

material reinforcement may be the only claee of reinforcement to

which they witl respond initially' As there is considerable

evidence that behavior which has changed in reeponse to a program of

materia}rewardstypicallyextinguiehes(McGinnis&Goldstein'

].984),thepresentstudypairedeocialreinforcerswithmaterial

reinforcerswhenprovidingpositiveperformancefeedback.

Transferoftraininq.Whiletheadditionofmodellingand

rolep}ayingincreasesthelikelihoodthatthebehaviortobe

reinforced will occur again in the future, reinforcement must occur

with sufficient accuracy and frequency to have its intended effect

(McGinnis & Goldstein, 1984) ' The last comPonenÈ of structured

}earningtobeconsideredregardetheultimatePurPoBeofany

teaching endeavour. skills taught in the structured eetting must be

transferred to the classroom or other real-life settings'

According to McGinnis and Goldstein (1984) ' many teaching

programs fail to have an impact on students' real lives' Research

has identified a number of principlee of tranefer enhancement' The

preeent etudy succeesfully dealt with eome of theee'
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For example, the present etudy ímplemented eocial ekil1s

traininginaeettingwhichcloeelyreeembledthenaturaleetting'

where the ekirr wae deeigned to be ueed. The group wae taught in

theeameschoolinwhichstudentsh'ereenrolled,and,inac}aesroom

intheBalnehaltaEtheirhomeroome.Hov'ever'thegrouPbeing

composed of a very small number of etudente may not have lended

itselftotheea¡nekindsofclassroomdynamicsandpeerinteractions

which typicalty occur in regular clagerooms' For example' the

systemofdiscip}inemanagementwasuniguetoasmallgroup.No

punishmentsorverbalreprimandsweredelivered.Instead,the

natural_ contingencies within the group deeign ehaped behavior. rn

therealworld,unacceptablebehaviorislessoftentolerated,or

redirectedinthisway.Furthermore,theexaminersinteracLions

withstudentswerelessauthoritativeinthatdetentiongwerenot

derivered,studentgradeswereunaffectedbyparÈicipation,andarl

of the group content and activity remained confidential '

Nevertheless, the group formât, rules' time duration' setting' and

purpoBe'r¡'eredesignedtoresemblethenatura]-echooleetting.one

euggeetion which may obliterate the high mortality rate in eimilar

etudies would be to make factors such a6 grades contingent upon

attendance.

Anothere}ementofekilltransferwhichwasbuilÈintothe

deeignoftheetudyincludedteachingthetargeteki]-Isinavariety
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of settinge auch aE the claasroom and gymt ekills were also

reheareed in reaponee to a variety of PerEons including the

examiner, peer models, and homeroom teachere. According to Stokes

and Baer (L977 ) the actual use of a ekill ie facilitated by teaching

the Ekill in a variety of eettings and in reaPonse to a variety of

persons. one of the limitations of the present study was that

generalization to t,he two teachers wa6 attemPÈed during one session

only.

A second important principle of generalization is that

continued intermittent reinforcement is required to promote lasting

behavior change (McGinnis & Goldstein, 1984). The present study was

timited in this regard in three ways. First, the Êtudy was not

designed to be longitudinal. Second, the program occurred near the

end of the echool- year. With the ensuing Eutnmer break, teachers

would be unable to continue reinforcement in the claasroom eetting.

Last, aII but one of the participants will be enrolled in a new

school- during the next school calendar year.

In view of these points, task inetruction' the final component

of skill transfer was imPossible. That ie, because of the design of

the group, together with the time of Echool year in which it

proceeded, instruction was not withdrawn systematically. Rather,

training Buopped abruptly. Likewise, becauee all but one of the
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ekiIIE and booster aeEsionE¡ r'rere not poeeible'

Thie diecuesion hae focueed upon the primary iseues aEsociated

with both the design and the pragmatics of implementing the present

eocial ekilIe training method. The following eection wilI deal with

further considerations and implications for future research and

similar peychoeducational- intervention'

The single most difficult limitation and factor for future

investigations to consider based on the present etudy, is student

motivation. The present study incorporated a number of elements

intended to promote productive student motivation. For examplet the

classroom in which the training occurred together with use of the

g)¡mnasium were both areas which were typically off-limits school

areas. This contributed to the sense that participation in the

group was a privilege. In addition, in order to attend, sessiong

were E cheduled euch that students did not have to miss any cl-asses

or activitiee they especially enjoyed, (e'9', receErs, field trips'

etc. ) .

VII. Additional LimiÈations and Recom¡nendations
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of

Ae indicated above the present study

way aa to enhance etudent participaÈion'

outlined by l'fcGinnis and Goldstein (1984) '

waa atructured in such a

Additional efforte, as

included a discussion of
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prosocial skills prior to, and during the first group eeesion. The

purpoee of theee diecuseions waa to give students an idea of the

type of ekille they would be learning, prior to their own agreement

to participate. Nevertheless, it was the exa¡uiner'Ê¡ impression that

this was not eufficient means for Eoliciting gtudent comnitment to

the program. what future interventions, like any therapeutic

approach must remember, is that ones' awareness of a problem area is

one thing; readiness to process problem components and the

motivation to do Eo are another. It therefore seems that this and

previous research has likely failed to dietinguieh these factors and

their impact on devetoping metacognitive ekills instruction and

childrens' use of metacognitive processes.

This impression was based on each eubjects' failure to

complete the homework assigned during aocial 8ki11s training.

Perhaps the homework was not compleÈed due to a lack of etudent

commitment to the program. Additional poeeibilities include: lack

of understanding regarding the importance of skill rehearsal' Iack

of comprehension that newly learned ekiÌ1e truly could be

internalized and used in the real world; and lastly, homework tasks

were assigned rather than chosen by the studentE (UccinniB &

Goldstein' 1984).

Another limitation of the present etudy, which t^ras not fully

addressed distinguishes between general, historically based
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attributions and domain-epecific beliefe about eelf-efficacy (Reid

& Borkowgki, 1987). The present inveetigation emphaeized

opportunities for participants to develop Proqram-qenerated

attributions from Èhe immediate treatment intervention. Howevert

antecedent attributions vtere ignored. Antecedent attributions

repreeent pervasive eelf-beliefs about the cauees of one'e learning

based on past successes and failures (Reid & Borkowski, 1987).

perhaps future researchers should consider students' beliefs about

their own self-efficacy together with their personaJ- histories;

together with etudents' leveI of cognitive development, and, also

the degree of eelf-denial of ADHD eymptoms prior to eelecting a

suitable eample. similarly, depending on the nature of factors

above, perhaps student commitment to social ekills training coul'd be

enhanced via eelf-nomination or self-referrali as compared to

teacher nomination of subjects.

It ig the very factors euch as those mentioned above (e'9',

subjects' personat histories) which threaten the internal validity

of this A-B design. For this reaeon, future investigators should

conEider alternate designs with stronger EourceE of internal

validity. The A-B-A design, for example, follows the eame eteps as

the A-B design, except that a second baseline condition is included.

The A-B-À design has internal validity. If the target behavior

changes as expecled in each phase of the experiment, one can
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conclude that the changes were due to the effecte of the treatment'

(Borg and GalI, 1989). The problem with thie deeign, ie that Euch

a etudy would not be ethically appropriate for the echool eetting.

The A-B-A-B design would overcome the ethical isgue which

would ariee with the A-B-A experiment. The A-B-A-B deeign ends with

the reintroduction of the treatment variable. Consequently'

students in the school setting would exit the study with the

positive aspects of the program effects intact.

Research in education can benefit. greatly from single-subject

designs. They offer an afternative to group designs by epecifying

methods which can be tested with a eingle individual or juet a few

subjects and stilI aIlow for reasonable conclueions to be drawn

(McMillan and Schumacher, 1989).

In the present study some additional issues arose which were

unrelated to the design and which highlight difficulties within the

ÀDHD or school populations themselves. Some Buggeetions are offered

to control for the high mobility rate associated with high risk

populations. These include the following: a) the student

attendance and homework record may be ueed by claÊsroom teachere in

the final assignment of grades; b) invest.igators should determine

via interviews with guardlans the probability of a residential move;

c) regular Bchool attendance histories of particiPants ehoul.d be

considered prior to their inclueion in a group.
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The most obvious and important implication which stems from

the preaent etudy with regards to the succesa of future eocial

ekille training programs is that increaeed metacognitive awareneE¡B

about the overalf importance of 6trategic-baeed performance is

tikely relative to success. Èfetacognitive awareneÉ¡a ie a eetting

variable for new strategy acquisition (Reid & Borkoweki' 1987). It

therefore seems that Euccessful social ekille training may require

antecedent training with composites of problem-resolution including;

problem identification, metacognitive awareness, and perceptions of

self-efficacy (past, present, and future) '

In addition to clinical implications, the findings of the

present study support the inclusion of affective comPonents ii

cognitive theories of performance (Reid & Borkowski, l'987). For

instance, degree of self-denial together with ones' desire to

euccessfulLy acguire newly observed target behaviors may hinder or

enhance the deployment of available strategies. Further' one can

argue that this would impact upon one's ability to explore and

sustain the cognitive eearch for atternative etrategies in the face

of learning obgtacles (Reid & Borkoweki, 1987), and conflict

resolution during eocial interactions'

In this sense, the presenl data provided additional- support

for the inclusion of motivational componente in theories of

metacognition. Cognitive acts and their behavioral correlates
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influence motivational and affectual beliefs, which in turn have

causal influencee on eubeequent learning activitiee (Flavel|' 1979¡

Reid & Borkoweki, 198?). Reid and Borkoweki (1987) aleo euggeet

that the exact bidirectional, interactive, and developmental nature

of metacognition, must be unravelled. Future research ehould

explore this premise with both typical and epecial-needs children of

both the male and female gender.



Table L

Percentaqes of Subìects Responses on the DSM-frI

Structured Childrens' Interview Schedule

Subj ects

B

c

0 = never

pre/post

46* /t'72

zsT^ / 16*

46\ / 33*

Note. Percentage decrements and increments between pre- and

poet-administrations may be interpreted to euggest eubjects'

heightened awareness of ADHD symptoms over time'

1 = eometimes

90

pre/post

¿5É | '15É

462 / 46*

43\ / 4t\

3 = alot

pre/post

1r.*/30r

8\/2O\

2.s*/l8z
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Figure CaPtion

Fiqure 1. Initial and return baeelines aEi recorded by the tvto

independent observers.
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To teach atudents to uee eelf-guiding epeech' thie program

follows the lead of a Michenbaum and Goodman (1971) who identified

four queetione which organize etudente problem-eolving approach

(Camp & Bash, 198L). The four questions are: 1) "What is my

probl_em?" or "what am I supposed Èo do?";2) "How can I do it"? or

"what is my plan?", 3) "Am I ueing my plan?" and 4) "How did I do?"

Students must learn to ask themselves these questions in order to

internalize this eystematic problem-solving approach (camp & Bash,

1981 ) .

If the group instructor asks the first question "what is your

problem?" the etudent may interpret the question as a atatement of

wrong doing. Therefore the self-directed question should focus

attention on the requirements of the task (camp & Bash' 1981).

The second question promotes planning of alternatives. Having

alternative strategies availabLe should increase the amounÈ of time

a student spends on-task. Even when the student becomes frustrated

(Camp & Baeh, 1981).

The third question introducee the concept of eelf-monitoring.

The question helps the etudent learn eelf-contro] as the student is

reguiredtorehearsethedemandsandpreviousplans.Acceptable

answers to the question "Àm I using my plan?" include L) "Yes,

ÀPPENDIX A

Social Skille Traininq
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because I'm doing what I planned and it'e workingr" 2) "Yes, because

I'm doing what I planned, but there muEt be a better way to get the

job done. so I'll change my plan," 3) 'No, because I forgot to do

what I planned so I'lt etart againr" or 4) No' becauÊe I forget what

I planned but what I am doing is workingt ao f'lL uee thie new plan"

(Camp & Bash' 1981).

According to camp and Bash (1981) children's resPonses to the

self-evaluation questlon are typically one-word answers, such as

,,fine", ,,o.K.,,, ilbadr'. Therefore the instructor's modelling of

appropriate answers Promotes critlcal evaluation. Possible

eelf-evaluation anse¡ers are: 1) "I did what I was EuPposed to do

and did it quietly", 2) "I was good at following my plan"' 3) I was

terrific at thinking out J-oud", 4) "I was not good at etaying in my

eeat but f finished my work", 5) "Even though I couldn't solve the

puzzle, I feel good because I kept on trying", 6) "I'mproud because

I found a better way to solve Èhis problem than we Planned" ' These

types of responses will be modelled by the examiner in the present

etudy.

Session 1

Introduction

Seesion 1 begins with an explanation abouÈ the purpose of the

group.Thenrulesforthegrouparebepreeented.Theactivityto
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be introduced ie adapted from the Think Aloud Program (Camp & Bash,

1981). The Copy Cat game is introduced to focue gtudente' attention

on both featuree of cognitive modelling: epeech and actions. Thie

game is effective in centering children's attention on ways of

coping with mietakes and correcÈione (Camp & Bash, 1981.). The

Mirroring and Shadow activities to be preeented teaches children to

control and monitor their gross motor movements. Thie activity in

addition to Shadow (e.9., one student mirrors another etudents'

movements) wilt be incorporated into every eeeeion at some point.

Teachinq Strateqies

During the introduction of the rules for the group, etudents

are asked to read these aloud from a poster. Then the poster will

be removed and the examiner will check for recall by asking "9lho can

remember rules for our group?"

To indicate when it is appropriate to stop copying the

examiner during copy cat, a baseball umpire'B "6afe" eignal is used.

The examiner'6 arms wilL be positioned in an rrXrt parallel to the

ground (Camp & Bash, 1981).

Obìective

Each student will correctly imitate 75t of the examiner's

sentences while playing Copy Cat. Each etudent wilI also practice

controlled muecle movements.
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I'faterials

6 eete of Ralph The Bear Cue Carde (Camp & Baeh, 1981),

Crayons, Btop watch, mirror, record forme.

Pl- an

1. Purpose. The purpoee for the group will be diecueeed.

students are told that they have been nominated by their teachers to

participate. The examiner also explained that their part,icipation

was part of a masters thesis designed to teach etudents aome skilts

which coul-d help Èhem do welr in school. The examiner was careful

not to leave a negative image in students, minds about the reason

their teachere nominated them. An emphasie was placed on how lucky

each student was to be eelected over others in their class. The

Etudents were also told that their parents have consented to their

participation, but that they did not have to participate if they did

not wish to. Also, the examiner pointed out that the etudent,s could

opt out of the program at any time. Information about the length of

sessions and the program were aLso given. Rules for the group were

introduced. These included: no blurting out, raieing one's hand to

epeak, no epeaking out of turn, taking turn6, no put-downe (e.g.

laughing at each other).

2. Introduction. Each student will introduceÊ themselveg bv

etating their name and one thing they are good at during the Name

came (Canf ield & Wel.ls, 1976).
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3. fntroducinq Copv Cat. We are going to play a game called

Copy Cat. You have to eay what I aav and do (point finger) what J.

do. Let's play Copy Cat,. You have to eay v¡hat I-i3y and 5þ what f

do. If I point my finger lpoint finger) you have to point yours.

If I etamp my foot (stamp fooÈ) you have to Etamp youra. You are

good Copy Cats! Oh, come on. Stop copying me. (Hands on hips).

How can I get you to stop? I need a signal. (Give the umpire's

safe signa] and explain that it will be the eignal to etop copying

(Camp & Bash, 1981.) ) "

Sometimes it makes people mad when you play Copy Cat. We need

to find out if it's a]] right with our friends if we copy what they

say and do (Bash & Camp, 1981). When we look at Eomeone Like we do

to play copy Cat we are paying attention. Teachers exPect us to Pay

attention in claes. Let's learn to pay attention while we play Copy

Cat again. Here is a picture of Ralph The Bear. Here are some

crayone for each of you to share. Now, pay attention. You pay

attention by looking at me while I speak and facinq me in your

chair. Do and ggy what I çþ.

The examiner Leads the students through the exercise by

modelling instructions and having the children echo statements. For

example:

Examiner:

Children:

First f'11 take a red crayon.



Examiner:

Children:

Examiner: we are terrific Copy Catst

crayon.

Children:

Then I will carefully color in Ralph The

4. Review. The rules for the grouP were reviewed. Then the

examiner asked each student whether or not they would participa.te in

the next session.

Next the examiner asked the students what eki}ls the group

l-earned playing Copy Cat (e.9., paying attention, looking,

Iistening, facing the speaker, etc. ). These responses were prompteri

when necessary. Following the activity the examiner discussed

appropriate movements for the classroom. Next Etudenta Practiseã an

activity called Mirror Stare which teaches children to control motor

movements. Using a mirror, a book, a etopwatch, and a recording

chart the children sit perfectly still in front of a mirror. They

record how long they can sit there without a book falling from their

heads.

5. Snacktime. Crackers were provided by the examiner. This

provided each member of the group with an opportunity to nurture

themselves and each other.

108

Bear'e belt.

Now f will take the blue



Session 2

InÈroduction

Thie eession wae

comments and the four

Teachino Strateoies

The Relevant Comment Chart provided a means of reinforcing

students' use of appropriate comments and questions. After the

chart was introduced no further remindere about the chart will be

noted (Camp & Bash, 1981). Students were taught that to be

relevant, a comment, meant adding something or asking a question

relating to the topic at hand.

ôl-rio¡l- i r¡o

-

Each student will learn the meaninq of a relevant comnent.

Each student wiII describe an appropriate plan for coloring ehapes,

and for assemblinq the Ralph The Bear Puzzle.

deeigned to introduee the meaning of relevant

queetiong and Ralph The Bear cue cards.
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Materials

6 pages of ehapee for coloring

1 eet of Ra1ph The Bear Cue Carde (Ca¡np & Baeh, 1981)

Crayons

Plan

1. Review purpose and rules for the group. Review activity

from Lesson 1. Discuss relevant comments. Explain how each student

can collect chegue marks nexÈ to their name for using relevant

co¡nmenËs.

2. Lesson introduction. Last time we met

Cat work. Today I'm going Èo show you a new

problems. I caII it thinking out loud because we

is thinking (camp & Bash, 1981).

Examiner: What do I cal-] this way of eolving probleme?

Children:

11rl

Examiner: We'11 start with a very easy problem. You probably would

not think of it as a problem. But we will pretend it is like a

problem we have to eo1ve. Later we wiLl do lot.e of harder problems

and then this thinking out loud wiII really help. To teach you to

think out loud we'lI use Copy Cat (Carnp & Baeh' 1981).

3. Col-orinq Shapes. We each have a paper with eome ehapes on

it. Let'e learn to think out loud using thie paper. You be Copy

Cats. You must copy what f eay and do.

you

way

Eay

did good Copy

of working on

what our brain



supposed to color thie circle/without going outeide the line.

can I do it? I'11 go elowly/f'11 be careful./ I'11 outline

circle first./Then I can go faeter in the middle./That'e

plan. /Here f go. (Begin coloring. )

I'm going to think out loud.

Àm I usinq mv plan? Yes./f'm making a frame ineide the

circle. /I'n going elowly. /Now I can go faster in the middle. (Cross

]ine boundary.) Say "Oops I went too fast./I went outside the

line. / (Ca1m down. ) that's okay. /I'LI be more careful . /1'11- go

slower./There. I did it./ How did I do? I tried hard./When I was

careful. I etayed inside the line./That makes me feel good. (Give

the signal to etop copying) (Camp & Bash, 1981).

4. Introducinq Cue Pictures. Examiner¡ I thought out loud

t.o help me to remember to color carefully. Sometimes pictures help

us remember what we have to say and do. These pictures will help

you remember the questions you have to ask youreelves when you think

out loud (Camp & Bash, L98l-).

The first cruestion we ask ourselves and answer before we start

our work ie: What is mv problem? (Show Cue Picture 1. ) Be Copy

Cats. Say whaÈ I eay. What is my problem?/(Examiner) wanted me to

color a shape/without going outside the lines./(Show Cue Picture 2. )

My plan was to go slowly and carefully. (Give the signal to etop

copying. ¡ When vre t,hink out loud we ask and answer these two

Whet is mv oroblem?

1J- 1

am

How

the

my



queetions before we

oureelveg (Show Cue

"yeg" becauee f made

when I went outside

Children:

Examiner: When we finish our work, we look at our paper and ask

ourselves (Show Cue PicÈure 4), Ecg_E!il[-@l l{y anewer to that

question ie: I was good at thinking out loud. I tried hard to etay

inside the lines.

Ralph The Bear can help you remember what to think about when

you do your work. Let's see if Ra1ph's picturee help you remember

the questions. (Show Cue Pictures 1 - 4 and review.) For example:

Examiner: What's the first question we ask oureelves before we

start our work. f{hile vte do our

Picture 3). Am f ueinq mv plan?

a frame inside the circle. was

the line?

tL2

work, vre aek

lify answer was

using my ptan

start to work?

Children:

Examiner: Good. And the next question (Show Cue Picture 2l ' etc-

Examiner: One plan for coloring this circle was to make a frame on

the inside. I ueed that plan but I stilL went outside the line.

There are different ways to color. Let'e think of different plane

for coloring the middle aquare. What'e a different plan? (Camp &

Bash,1981)

Children:
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Examiner: Good. Now (student) pick a ehape on your PaPer and tell

uei your plan. f will hold up Ralph'e picturee to help you. We will

play Copy Cat and do what you say and do. (Each etudent will have

a turn leading the group. )

5. Snack.

session 3

Introduction

Session 3 is designed to explore the variety of situations in

which ptan making is important. The activity in Session 3 (Electric

Fence) presents the group with a problem-eolving eituation.

Teachino Strateoies

Students will discover in a concrete faehion (through ptay)

the importance of developing alternate plans when initial plans were

ineffective. The setting in which students are exposed to the

concept of alternate plans is cooperative. Thie will heighten their

awareness of the utility of plan making in groups.

ob'i ect ive

The students will learn to generate ideas about alternate

p1ans. the etudents will have to generate plans in a cooperative

eetting. The etudente may not complete the activity euccesefully,

but they witl work together towards a common end.



l{aterialg

1 eet of Ralph The Bear Picture Carde

Available glrmnaeium

Skipping ropes

i{ooden board (any eize: preferably 4 ft. x 6 in. )

PIan

(*Tie skipping roPes together to make a roPe 6 ft. Iong. Tie

rope to the Apparatus, or volleybal-I net poete. the roPe should be

3 - 4 feet off the floor. TaPe Ralph The Bear Cue Cards onto the

waLl. Leave a board leaning against the wall.)

1. Review rules and purposes of the group. Review meaning of

relevant comments. Review the four Ralph The Bear pictures.

2. Take the students to the gym and explain rulee for the

Electric Fence game.

Lt4

Examiner¡ See this rope. It is supposed to be a barrier. ft is an

electric fence. Behind the fence is where the prisoners are kept.

You are all prisoners. You must find a way to eacaPe over Èhe

electric fence. I wi}l eay the rules. You play Copy Cat and repeat

them. We can't go under the fence.

3. Introduction of Electric Fence.

Children:

Examiner:

Children:

we must go over the fence.
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Examiner: If anyone touches the fence, they will be

electrocuted./You muet make a plan to get over the fence.,/You have

2 eets of toole./one is the board./The other ie Ralph'e pictures.

(Give the sign to Etop copying). Now everyone behind the fence.

You have 15 minutee to eecape. Norrt make a plan.

Allow etudents 2 minutes without intervention. Then prompt if

necessary: I Eee that everyone'6 plan has been to work

independently. Can you make a plan together? Remember, you have

some tools. What would Ralph The Bear have you do neNt? I see some

good planning going on. Have you thought your plan through? How

will the last person get over the fence?

4. Review. Ask the students to explain their individual or

group plans. Ask them to answer Ralph's last question: How did I

do? Ask the etudents¡ Can you Èhink of a different plan now? llhy

would it be better? Was Ít a better pJ-an to work alone or togeLher?

I{hy? Explain that "We learned that eometimes we need other plans.

Next time we will learn about alternate plans.

AIso review how looking, listening, facing the epeaker and

making relevant comments can help them to make plans to work

together. Review wheÈher or not they followed the group rulee

during the game. Why or why not? Ask when their teachere might

like them to make plans for independent work' and group work.

Brainstorm briefly some alternate plans to these situations. Àsk



Etudents why the group rules

clageroomg.

5. Snack.

Session 4

Introduetion

Alternative thinking is a critical aspect of problem solving

(carnp & Bash, 1981) .

Teachino Strateqies
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also good rules for their

Children need practice identifying appropriate plans for

different tasks. According to Camp and Baeh (1981) often whiLe

learning to think aloud students perseverate on the coloring plan as

the only answer to the question "How can I do it?" To encourage

flexible ptanning Eession 4 utilizes a puzzle to model a choice of

plans, and then a change of plans when the firet plan proves to be

inadeguate. The examiner wiII also model slowing down after

impulsively selecting a piece without a plan. The children will

then work independently on their own puzzlee (camp & Bash, 1981).

Obiective

The etudent will answer the first two Think Aloud queetions

appropriately while working independently. The etudent wilI alËo

name at least two plans for completing a puzzle.



Materials

several copiee of 2 bear puzzLee.

1 eet of Ralph The Bear cue picturee.

1 piece of cardboard large enough to cover a bear puzzle.

Plan

1. Review and probe for group rules and the four steps

outlined on Ralph's cards. Review alternate etrategies for solving

the Electric Fence game from the last eeesion.

2. Introduction of lesson.

Examiner: I know you are listening to me and paying attention when

you look at me. How do I know when you are paying attention.

Children:

Examiner:

you face me

Children:

I aleo know when you

in your deeks. How

tr7

Examiner: Another way I know you are

attention is when you sit straight in

the floor, and hands on your lap or

tell me what I just eaid?

Children:

Examiner:

etraight.

ârÞ

doI

trying hard to

know when you

Good )-istening. I

I aleo know lstudent)

trying hard to listen and

your chair, with feet flat

on top of your desk. Ílho

listen because

are Iistening?

like how (Etudent

and lstudent) were

pay

on

can

) is eitting up

paying attention
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because their hande are resting on their lape. (student) ie looking

at me eo I know he/ehe ie lietening. Good work.

At echool we have to learn to cooperate with teachere and

other students. Sitting or standing eÈil1 when others are speaking

ie one way. Let's play Copy Cat. Repeat what I gy and gþ. Some

ways to cooperate with teachers and friends are: Sit etill when

others are talking./Look at the person talking./Sit etraight in our

desks. /Keep our feet flat on the floor. /Put away looee materiale and

keep hands on top of the desk./Make plans. Goodl (Signal umpire

eign. ¡

3. PuzzIe Activitv.

Examiner: Today we have a different problem to so1ve. You are all

good at doing puzzles. The problem today is to think out loud to

help us put a puzzle together. I'11 pick the first piece and you be

Copy Cats while I think out loud. Then (student 1) gets to pick the

next piece and we will copy him/her. then (student 2) picks the

next piece ... and so on. Let's try it. Remember you are the Copy

Cats first. Say what I eay and do what I do. What is mv probLem?

(Point, to Cue Picture J.. ) I have to Put theee piecee together to

make a picture. How can f do it? (Point to Cue Picture 2.) I

could look at alt the pieces carefully./or I could match colore.r/Or

I could look for pieces I know./ My plan ie to look for pieces I

know first. (Uncover the puzzle pieces).



Here I So. / f'm J.ooking at 11 the pieceø/to f ind

eomething I know./ (Pick up a Puzzle piece.)

ehoe./A ehoe ie ueually at the bottom/eo I'll

(cover the unueed pieces) (camp & Baeh, 1981) '

(student 1) iÈ,a your turn. what plan wiII you use to chooee

t,he next piece? (Carnp & Bash' 1981).

Student 1:

Examiner: we'Il copy what you say as you pick the next piece.

(Proceed through entire grouP. )

Examiner: (Next Èurn the examiner says impuleively ... ) Thís

one./oh, slow down./I don't know what that piece Le./f could pick

that piecer/but I wouldn't know where to put LiL./L don't Eee any

other piece I know for sure./l need to use a different plan./Now

I'11 try to match coLore./Am I usinq mv plan? (Point to Cue Picture

3.) I'm looking at the color./I'n putting these pieces together

because they have the eame color. (Complete puzzle' )

Give each student a different bear puzzLe. Each of you try to

put this puzzle together yourselves. Let me hear you think out loud
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one that looke like

Thie looke like a

put it down here.

(Camp e BaBh).

Children:

Teacher: Aesists whenever

linee, shaPes, familiaritY).

our work?" 'What do we ask

necesaary with eolution cues (color,

Prompt: "t{hat do we aek while we do

when we finish our Problem?"



Children:

Examiner: we will think out loud to help uE on lots of probleme.

You can practice thinking ouÈ loud on math and reading problemÊ your

teacher gives You.

4. Probe.

Examiner: Let's think of times when it would

plane at school.

Children:

Examiner: In the classroom, during math, during language arts, etc.

5. Snack.

Sessions 5 and 6

Introduction

Thepurposesofthesesessionsistoapplyt'hegameThink

Aloud procedure as was used in Session 4 to work on problems from a

current math and language arts aseignment'

obìective

ToapplytheThinkAloudquestionsfromRalphTheBearcue

pictures to classroom work. To review and diecues apProPriate timee

to make a plan in class. To continue to }earn to generate plans in

a cooPerative grouP eetting.

Materials

1 Grade appropriate and current math eheet for eeesion 5

120

be appropriate to make
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1 Grade appropriate and current language arte aeeignment

(baeed on reading of a passage) for eeesion 6

Skipping ropes and gymnasium apparatus (eeesion 5)

1 Brown bag full of odds and ende (e.9., PaPer clipe, Btring'

paper, taPe, penr Paper plate, etc. ) (eeesion 6)

PIan

Session 5

1. Review importance of plan making in the classroom'

2. Application of Think Aloud questions to current math eheet

and problems.

3. Electric Fencg. game. (comPare present game plans to those

of Session 3 through discussion. )

4. Overview of ekills taught. Review etudent generated

euggestions from ]ast session about when to use a plan in the

classroom. Assign homework. Each sÈudent is to tape reduced Ralph

The Bear cues to desk. Request that students record on a record

eheet two times they used p).ans in math in their classrooms.

Session 6

1. Discuss reeults of homework aesignment'

2. App),ication of Think Atoud queetions to current language

artÊ aeeignment. Stress method of repeated readings to comPlete

task.
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3. Nonverbal Plan game. Studente will enter the gym and eit

in a circle.

Examiner: Here ie a brown bag full of odde and ende. When I tell

you to start you will empty the bag and look at the materials

inside. You wil"I have 2 minutee to talk and make a plan about

something you can make together. Then you will have 5 minutes to

work on your plan. During this time you will not be all,owed to

epeak. Then I wil]_ give you 2 more minutes to talk and finieh your

plan. Let's Copy Cat the rules for the garne. (Examiner leads.)

Children:

4. Snack.

Session 7

fntroduction

The purpose of this session is to introduce the think Aloud

problem solving approach to the classroom teachers of the eÈudents

in the group. session 7 also provides the students with the

opportunity to practice Ratph'e four questions within the framework

of their teacher's teaching style during a problem-eolving task.

Teachinq strateqies

The aim of this eession is to promote generalization of the

Ralph The Bear questions to the classroom. The classroom teacher is

faded in Èo the group setting by preeenting a leeeon in the
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environment (room) in which the etudente learned the verbal

mediation Btrategy. Likewiee, claggroom teachere are Presented with

an opportunity to practice and modify their teachlng etyle to

accommodate the Think Aloud etePs.

Obiective

the etudente will learn to use verbal mediation by employing

Ralph'E four steps during a lesson with their teacher'

Materials

1 five minute leeson from each claesroom teacher with a

etudent participating in the grouP. rt is euggested that this

leeson be taken from the Social-Emotional unit of the Hea1th

curricul-um.

Plan

1. Review appropriate behaviors for the claseroom. Review

Ralph The Bear Cue Pictures.

2. Each teacher attends the group for 15 minutes during which

they present a lesson. The examiner prompts etudents to uae verbal

mediation at appropriate points during Èhe leseon. Students and the

examiner model Ralph The Bear questione to the classroom teacher.

Each teacher will aseign their own students a homework assignment.

The aesignment wiII be to teII the teacher at the end of each day

about one occaeion during which they employed the verbal mediation
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Etrategy. (Remember, the reduced cue Picturee are taped on the

etudents' clageroom deeks. )

Teachers will place an emphasis on encouraging remarks during

the lesson and make particular effort to verbaLly reinforce their

own etudente (e.g., "Wowt I'm impreeeed. I'1I be looking forward

to eeeing (Etudent) use this strategy in claas-")

3. Review visits form the claseroom teachers and discuss

during snack.

4. Snack.

Session I

Introduction

Session I is a wrap up eession. The intent is to provide a

sense of closure to the members of the group.

Teachinq Strategies

students wiII find exciÈement and enjolrment during the last

two cooperative games. The first places emphasis on group

cooperation. The eecond emphasizes each member's individuality and

unique perspectives towards their feelinge about themselvee and the

9rouP.

The student evaluation form will be administered. This is a

concrete indicator of group termination.
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DuringEnacktimetheexaminerwillsharehergratitudefor

the etudents, participation, thoughte about the group and poeitive

feelinge for each student.

Obiective

The etudents wilI gain a Eense of closure' They will

understandthatthegroupgessionshavecometoanend.

r LdLL

L. Human Knot game. Thie will take place in the gym' The

students form a smalt circle. Then each etudent pJ'aces thelr left

hand into the middle of the circfe. The etudent must join their

left hand to gomeone else's left hand. Hov'ever that "gomeone else"

must not be standing beside them on either their left or tbeir

right.

Then right hands are put into the centre of the circle and

joined.ThePurposeofthegameistogetuntangledwithoutletting

go of hands. successful problem-solving means untangling oneself to

become part of the original circle'

2. Cooperative interview. studente eit in a u-ehape on the

floor. A chair is placed at the fronÈ facing the children.

children take turns sitting in the chair while the others ask

quesÈions.

3. Snack and Examinerrs final message to group participants.



Àppropriate Comment Chart

Subject A

Subject B

APPENDIX B

Àppropriate Commente and Behaviore
Seeeion¡.23456

I do not blurt out answers !

I remain still when others expect me to!

I look at people who are epeaking to me I

Subjects will intermittently received checkmarks on the chart above

when they spontaneously generated appropriate comments during

eessions. No more than three checks wiII be earned by any student

during a particular eession. Similarly, the examiner wae certain to

award each etudent at Least one checkmark per eeesion. thie chart

hung on the wall at the front of the claasroom where sessions were

held.
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I do not speak too loudly!

I look at people who I epeak tol

I do not interrupt others !



STEPS

Self-Talk Chart

Segeions

Subject A

Okay, what is
it I have to do?

Subject B

L234s6

Subject C

/////

//////

ÀPPENDIX C

/////

You want me

Students will be rewarded checkmarks when the examiner observes them

verbally rehearsing: a) questione aboub the nature and demands of

the task. This wilt compensate for possible comprehension

deficiencies; b) answers to these guestions in the form of cognitive

rehearsal and planning in order to overcome any poseible production

deficiencyt c) self-instructions in the form of aelf-guidance. When

this step occurs as the student performs a task it will account for

any possible mediation deficiency; and d) sel-f-reinforcement

(Michenbaum & Goodman, 1"971). This chart hung on the front wa}] of

the claeeroom.

L23456

/ / //

/////

/ //{

Directione
to myeelf

t23456

//////
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//////

//{/l/

Rewarding
myeelf

1234s6

////

// ///
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Name:

Obeervation

Location:

Directions: using a etopwatch, obEerve the etudent during a

lo-minute period. Record the student'e behavior during a s-Eecond

interval at the end of each minute. Score on-tagk behavior with a

checkmark (/) and off-task behavior with an (x) underneath each

minute below. Also record the behavior the etudent engaged in

during the S-eecond interval.

Minutes:

APPENDIX E

Obeervation Form

Comments:
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

NOTES:

'7.

8.

9.

10



The following Burvey wae deeigned to be adminietered to the

classroom teachers of students who participated in the ADHD training

packagepreeentedbySandraMacDonaldatsourieschool.ThepurPo€'e

of the survey is to determine the etrengths and weaknesses of the

programfromtheteachers'pointofview.Pleaseansv¡erthe

following questione as best you can'

leacher Evaluation SurveY

APPENDIX F

Teacher's Name:

Student's Name:

1. What is your impreesion of the training program received by

your student?

a) Good b) Satiefactory c) Satiefactory' but d) Weak

2 (1OOBI needs imProvement

2.FromyourpointofviewrwhaÈweretheetrengths'ifanytof

the Program? Name at l-east two if applicable:

2 (10OBl Needed and relevant'

2 (100t) Teacher involvemenÈ'

3.Fromyourpointofview,whatweretheweakneEEes,ifany'of

the program? Name at least two if applicable:

1 (SOt) Classtime miesed bv etudents'

2 (1oot) promÞtinq students to use newlv learned Etratecfies

in the reqular classroom'

2 rlootl Time of vear.
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4. The fotlowing three queetions all apply to queetion

your opinion, could a eimitar Progr¿rm be incorporated

classroom setting by teachers such ae youreelf?

a) Definitely b) Poeeibly, but it may c)
be difficult: Ll-1993j

b) Pleaee explain: 1 l5O*) Not all atudents refl¡ire theee

skills - 2( 1O0tl Fittinq prosra¡n into curriculum.

c) How etrongly do you feel about your conments in #4b.

a) Very etrongly b) Strongly c) Neutral d) Not very
2 (100t) StronglY

From what you know of it, if you had developed thie training

prograrm, what might you have done differently?

2 (100t) Don't know.

6. Írhat did your student l-earn from participating in the training

group?

13L

#4. rn

into the

2 f1O0t) Know how to Þav attention þetter.

1 r5Ogl Knows what I exÞect.

No

what were your expectatlons of the training group?

8.

2 llOOt) studente would learn to pav better attention.

Did the training package match your expectations? Pleage

explain.

2 rlOOtì Yes, within reason; expectatiotls ldere xet l]L-Sh.



You ean help Me. MacDonald decide whether the 'glroup' ehould be

taught again next year. By anewering the gueetione below, you can

also help me figure out what you learned, and how much you learned

in "group". Using a pencil, pleaee anEwer the following questions'

Student Evaluation SurveY

1.

ÀPPENDIX G

Describe the "group". 3 (100t) It was fun'

3(100t) I learned to think out loud'

2 (69t1 Yle plaved qames and had enacks'

What kind of work did we do in "group"?

1 l31t) We Practiged gittinq s

¿.

? r 1OO* ) We plaved ga!!es.

3 r100*l Made Dlans.

3 (1OOt) Learned to make relevant comments'
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3.

) (69*) We had to get alonq.

what did you Iearn in group? 3 (100tì Same ag above'

Doyouusetheskitlslearnedin''group''inyourhomeroom

classroom? 3 (10Otl Sometimes'

If you answered 'yes", pleaee give aome examplee of theee.

2 (69+) In Math - Sometimes'

.? r 1OO* I Durinq experimente - Sometimes '

at recess.



If You angwered 'no"

ekille You learned in

q

Whyr or whY not?

What wae Your favourite Parf

3 (1OOt) The oame6'

3 ( lOOt I Gettinq out of cl-aes '

have You ever thought aÞout

'grouP' ln Your clasEroon?

6.

3 (1OOtì Gettinq checrues and chocolate bars'

What did you dislike about the "group"?

't .

of "grouP'?

Hâs the "g¡ouP" helPed You?

ueing
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the

to helP me.

Would You ParticiPate in a

2 (69%) Yes'

1 (31t) Mavbe'

Ms. MacDonald would like

grouP. I will alwaYs remember

hallwaYs at Your echool'

Please exPlain'

"g¡oup" again in

to thank You for

your and I will

the future?

particiPating

look for You

in

in

the

the


